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Abstract
In recent years the amount of newly registered electric vehicles, hybrid electric vehicles,
and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles has increased rapidly in the Swedish market. These
vehicles could be classified as battery-powered electric vehicles, and a majority carry a
lithium-ion battery. The demand for lithium is expected to increase considerably, as a
result of such a swift growth in battery-powered electric vehicles. Thus, if the recycling
rate of lithium stays at a low level, demand could reach a scarcity-level by 2050. While
neither any infrastructure nor an established process for recycling lithium-ion batteries
currently exists in Sweden, this study aims to provide necessary input and verified tools
for the design of a future reverse supply chain for discarded lithium-ion batteries in Swe-
den.

The literature review of this study covers the subjects of reverse logistics, supply chain
network design, and operations research. A thorough situation analysis of the Swedish
market for battery-powered electric vehicles is conducted, and the composition, function,
and characteristics of lithium-ion batteries are studied. The study finds that estimations
of future demand of recyclable lithium-ion batteries in Sweden could be between 206 711
and 726 974 tons accumulated, based on actual and predicted sales numbers until 2030.
Even if it is obvious that there are going to be large quantities of such batteries requiring
recycling in the future, and even if some established processes exist, there is no defined
supply chain for the collection of those batteries. Finally, a mixed-integer programming
model for the design and development of a future reverse supply chain is presented. The
model, characterized as a discrete multi-period facility location/allocation model, can with
minor modifications be used for problems with fluctuating demand or when the demand
is assumed to slowly progress until it has reached a steady state.

Keywords: Reverse Logistics, Supply Chain Network Design, Network Design,
Supply Chain Optimization



Swedish Abstract
De senaste åren har antalet elbilar, el-hybrider och ladd-hybrider, vilka kan beskrivas
som batteridrivna fordon, ökat kraftigt p̊a den svenska marknaden. Majoriteten av dessa
fordon drivs av ett litium-jon batteri. Efterfr̊agan p̊a litium antas öka som ett resultat
av den ökande efterfr̊agan p̊a batteridrivna fordon, och om återvinningsgraden förblir p̊a
dagens niv̊aer kan litium vara en bristvara redan vid 2050. För tillfället finns inte n̊agon
vedertagen process eller etablerad infrastruktur för återvinning av litium i Sverige. Stu-
dien syftar därför till att tillföra information och verifierade verktyg för att i framtiden
kunna designa en försörjningskedja, för uttjänta litium-jon batterier i Sverige.

Studien tar utg̊angspunkt i en litteraturstudie om logistik för återflöden, nätverksopti-
mering och operationsanalys. I kombination med en grundläggande nulägesbeskrivning
av den svenska marknaden för batteridrivna fordon, hur litium-jon batterier är konstruer-
ade och dess tekniska specifikationer. Studien visar att utifr̊an prognostiserade och fak-
tiska försäljningssi�ror fram till år 2030 antas volymen av uttjänta litium-jon batterier
utgöra mellan 206 711 och 726 974 ton ackumulerat. Även om det inte r̊ader n̊agon
tvekan om att det i framtiden kommer att finnas stora volymer litium-jon batterier som
behöver återvinnas, finns det idag ingen definierad försörningskedja för dessa. Vidare
presenterar studien en utvecklad blandad heltalsmodell, som kan användas för att des-
igna en framtida försörjningskedja. Modellen kan karaktäriseras som en diskret anläggn-
ingslokaliseringsmodell, som tar hänsyn till flera tidsperioder. Med små förändringar kan
modellen användas i andra typer av problem med varierad efterfr̊aga mellan perioderna,
eller d̊a efterfr̊agan succesivt antas öka till dess att den n̊att ett normalläge.
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1 Introduction
In this chapter, first a discussion to the problem is presented then the purpose of the
study. Finally, the subsequent research questions are presented and the deliminations of
the study.

1.1 Problem Discussion
Production and development of batteries containing lithium is increasing rapidly. At
the same time, volumes of lithium-ion batteries are expected to increase and exceed the
current flow of small non-rechargeable batteries. The demand for lithium is expected to
increase considerably due to the consumption of lithium-ion batteries, mostly driven by
a swift growth of battery-powered electric vehicle (BPEV) production. Based on today’s
production level of lithium it is expected that 66 percent will be used in batteries (Richa,
Babbitt, Gaustad, & Wang, 2014; Kumar, 2011; Swain, 2017). To ensure that future
demand can be met, lithium production capacity must increase. If, however, the trend
of lithium demand stays at the same level and the recycling rate stays at a low level the
scarcity of lithium could be a major problem by 2050 (Weil & Ziemann, 2014).

When lithium-ion batteries have reached their end-of-life the only sustainable option is
that they are to be recycled. However, the recycling process of lithium-ion batteries is
not yet fully developed. To enable such a process, it is important to study and analyze
the impact of potential needs and restrictions on the design of the supply chain network
for end-of-life lithium batteries. A supply network typically consists of di�erent nodes
with arcs in between such as suppliers, plants, retailers and customers. Supply chain
network design can be described as the process in which the structure of such a chain
is determined and thereby a�ects its costs and performance (Simchi-Levi, Kaminsky, &
Simchi-Levi, 2004). This means that a considerable amount of decisions has to be made
during this process, such as determining the number, capacity, and locations of facilities
(Farahani, Rezapour, Drezner, & Fallah, 2014).

Decisions regarding facility location selection are critical in the strategic designing of
a supply chain network (Chou, Chang, & Shen, 2008), since the establishment of new
facilities requires large capital investments and are thus seen as long-term strategical de-
cisions (Melo, Nickel, & Saldanha-Da-Gama, 2009). In the case of an ine�cient location,
redundant costs will arise during the lifetime of the facility, regardless of how well other
decisions are optimized in response to changing conditions (Daskin, Snyder, & Berger,
2005). However, factors that influence the decision can change over time, demand can
shift, transportation cost could increase leading to that an optimal location today may
not be optimal in the future (Melo et al., 2009). Sabri and Beamon (2000) point out that
uncertainty could be one of the most challenging problems within supply chain manage-
ment. When making facility location decisions it is therefore important to recognize all
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intrinsic uncertainties linked to future conditions (Daskin et al., 2005).

There can be both forward activities as well as reverse activities within a supply network.
Forward activities refer to the traditional distribution of goods, while reverse activities
refer to all activities associated with collecting used products from the customers. Nu-
merous authors state several reasons that warrant reverse activities, such as economic,
consumer pressure, environmental or legislative (Du & Evans, 2008; Srivastava, 2008;
Wang, Yao, & Huang, 2007). Du and Evans (2008) argue that a reverse logistics system
can play a part in increased profitability and customer satisfaction. Depending on the
nature of the product, a reverse network can further be classified into four basic reverse
logistics networks, a direct reusable network, a remanufacturing network, a repair and
service network, or a recycling network (Lu & Bostel, 2007). Depending on the structure,
the network may include di�erent stages. However, while a traditional supply network
flows from few sources to many demand points the flow of a reverse supply network is
convergent, i.e from many sources to few demand points.

When products have reached their end-of-life they have to enter the reverse chain for
the purpose of either recycling, repair, re-manufacturing, or re-use. In recent years the
amount of newly registered electric vehicles (EV), hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) and plug-
in electric hybrid vehicles (PHEV) in the Swedish market has increased rapidly. These
types of vehicles can be classified as battery-powered electric vehicles (BPEV), and an
overwhelming majority of these vehicles carry a lithium-based battery. Data from Statis-
tics Sweden show that in 2018 13.67 percent of all newly registered cars belonged to this
group. Although the amount of newly registered cars decreased from 2017 to 2018, the
amount of newly registered BPEVs increased by 28.2 percent. This means that in the
coming years, the number of cars in the Swedish market which will have to replace their
batteries will increase. This could generate as much demand as up to 726 974 tons accu-
mulated based on sales until 2030. As of today, there is no recycling facility in Sweden
that can handle such quantities of lithium-ion batteries. The largest recycling facility in
Europe, Umicore in Belgium, has a capacity of 7000 tons per year. Berggren and K̊ageson
(2017) refer to the European Union’s target of carbon dioxide emissions by 2050, and state
that it will require most of the car fleet to become fossil-free by that time. Based on the
assumption that at least 80 percent of the car fleet is partly or fully electrified by 2050,
BPEVs will have to represent 50 percent of the new car sales by 2030. As of 2017 BPEVs
represented 2.4 percent of the Swedish car fleet (Statistic Sweden, 2019). Even if sales
numbers between 2010 and 2018 will generate approximately 16 144 tons of batteries ac-
cumulated which would have to be recovered, the quantities of the coming years will be
much higher.

Whereas neither any infrastructure nor an established process for recycling lithium bat-
teries in Sweden currently exists, it is clear that there are going to be large quantities
of discarded lithium batteries produced for the domestic market, requiring recycling in
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the future. “Resource e�cient recycling routes for discarded lithium-ion batteries” is a
research project at Lule̊a University of Technology, funded by the Swedish energy agency,
with the aim to develop a concept for an e�cient recycling process of di�erent metals
from these types of batteries. To enable an e�cient recycling process, it is important that
a well-defined and e�cient supply chain network for the recovery of discarded lithium
batteries in Sweden is put in place. The goal of this master thesis is, therefore, to provide
necessary input, and develop verified tools that could be of use at a later stage of the
research project. The input and developed tools will be used to analyze and optimize the
future supply chain for discarded lithium-ion batteries in Sweden.

1.2 Purpose
The purpose of this thesis is to develop verified tools and provide necessary input which
could be of use at a later stage of the research project in order to design an e�cient supply
chain for the recovery of discarded lithium-ion batteries in Sweden. Thereby, the aim is
to:

• analyze the existing supply chain,

• analyze di�erent potential future quantities of discarded batteries,

• to develop a user friendly tool for the optimization of a future supply chain for
discarded lithium-ion batteries in Sweden.

1.3 Research questions
In order to fulfill the purpose of the thesis, the following research question has been
formulated:

“How should a model, which considers di�erent demand scenarios, be devel-
oped for the optimization of a discarded lithium-ion battery supply chain in
Sweden?”

The following sub-questions has been formulated in order to concretize the research ques-
tion:

1. How is the supply chain set up today?

2. What quantities could be generated of discarded lithium-ion batteries based on the
amount of sales until 2030 in Sweden?

3. Which aspects will a�ect a reverse supply chain for discarded lithium-ion batteries
in Sweden and how?
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1.4 Delimitations
The study is geographically limited to Sweden, this due to the fact that the research
project aims to build knowledge that will enable Swedish companies to recycle spent
lithium-ion batteries. Furthermore, only personal vehicles has been taken into account in
the estimation of future demand. Even if lithium-ion batteries are used in a variety of
products such as hand-held electronics or household products, the majority of lithium-ion
batteries in Sweden are assumed to be used in cars. For that reason, cars give a broad
understanding and a good estimation of the volumes of lithium-ion batteries currently used
in the Swedish market. Another reason is that the recovery of other types of products,
such as hand-held electronics, is not considered to present the same issues. E�cient
routes could easily be set up which would not require the same type of restrictions to be
taken into account, for example transport capacity or the establishment of distribution
centers. The study will not be looking at what a reasonable capacity could be at various
facilities, as it is better provided by industrial professionals. Lastly, the sources of the
supply network is considered to be where the discarded battery is removed from the car.
This means that potential sources could be car dealerships, workshops, scarp yards etc.
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2 Method
In the following chapter the purpose and approach of the study are presented. This is
followed an overview over the collected data and its analysis. The chapter ends with
a discussion on the quality of the research and measures taken in order to improve the
quality.

2.1 Research Purpose and Approach
The purpose of this study is to examine how a supply chain should be designed for the
recovery of discarded lithium-ion batteries in Sweden, and to gain insights on future gener-
ated demands. In order to fulfill the purpose, the research question has been divided into
three sub questions, each with its own purpose. In general, studies can, according to Saun-
ders, Lewis, and Thornhill (2015), be classified based on their purpose and the authors
recognize four of such classifications: exploratory, descriptive, explanatory, and evalua-
tive. This study includes elements of several of those, primarily from the exploratory and
descriptive. Since exploratory studies seek to answer questions such as what and how,
which is suitable when desirable to clarify the understanding and obtain insights of an
issue, problem, or phenomenon. Descriptive studies seek to render an accurate profile of
situations, persons, or events.

The approach of this study has been to review previous literature on the subject, pri-
marily on reverse supply chain, supply chain network design, and operations research.
Through a combination of thorough situation analysis of the Swedish market for electri-
cally powered vehicles, and studies on the composition, function, and characteristics of
lithium-ion batteries, a theory on how a reverse supply chain should be set up was devel-
oped. The collected data further provided insight on expected future volumes needed to
be recycled. From this theory a mixed-integer-programming model was formulated and
then tested on a subsequent set of data. Regarding any classification of the approach,
abduction is considered best suited to describe the study. This is because the abductive
approach can be described as that data is collected in order to explore a phenomenon,
identify themes, or explain patterns in order to develop new theories which then are tested
(Saunders et al., 2015).
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Figure 1: Illustration of the process and approach

2.2 Data Collection
The data collection included both primary and secondary data. Primary data is defined
as data that has been collected specially for the specific research project, while secondary
data is data that has been collected previously for other purposes (Saunders et al., 2015).
The authors’ further state that secondary data can be analyzed to provide additional or
di�erent knowledge. Primary data has been collected through unstructured interviews.
These were informal and the interviewee could talk freely about the topic. They can more
accurately be described as conversations. Unstructured interviews can be very helpful in
understand the underlying structure and are thus suited to this study. During the study,
two interviews were conducted and the selection process was selective based on individuals
considered to be well versed in the current situation and/or experts in the field. Even if
the interviews were unstructured, the context and the purpose of the interview were de-
termined in advance. Björn Hall at Stena Metall was interviewed on the 25th of February
2019, with the primary purpose to understand how discarded lithium-ion batteries cur-
rently are handled in Sweden and processes surrounding that. The interview was recorded
and later transcribed in order to avoid any misunderstandings or misinterpretations, and
additional questions that arose were answered through email. A second interview was held
with Christoph Futter, director of battery operations at Einride AB, with the purpose to
understand how lithium-ion batteries are composed, their characteristics, functionality,
and how di�erent factors a�ect their expected lifetime. To avoid any misunderstandings,
facts were later confirmed either by phone or email.

The collection of secondary data was mostly linked to the literature review but was also
used to describe the current situation and to predict future demand, i.e. subquestion
2. Secondary data included articles and research on supply chain network design, facility
location, and reverse logistics as well as statistics regarding the use of electrically powered
vehicles in Sweden and related markets. Articles were retrieved from databases such as
Google Scholar, Scopus, and Emerald Insight using the keywords reverse logistics, net-
work design, supply chain network design, facility location, supply chain optimization,
and network optimization. It was desirable that the articles were published in well-known
journals and that they were well-cited. To obtain a deeper understanding of the subject,
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cited articles within the retrieved articled were studied when necessary. The collection
of statistics where primarily retrieved from Statistic Sweden and their web page, or the
database ELIS V2.0.3 provided by Power Circle.

2.3 Data Analysis
Quantitative analysis was used to analyze both primary and secondary data. According to
David and Sutton (2011) this method should provide the researcher with an understand-
ing of the data, as well as the opportunity to explore various elements in that context. The
authors further state that the method can be divided into five phases. Summarized these
can be described as through statistical tools and graphical illustrations identify trends,
similarities or dissimilarities, to draw conclusions and predict future results as well as to
process the gathered data.

The developed model is within the area of operations research, which could be described as
to solve operational problems by using the approach of mathematical modeling. The pro-
cess is by Lundgren, Rönnqvist, and Värbrand (2003) described to consist of four di�erent
parts: problem identification, problem formulation, solution generation, and evaluation.
The formulation of the model can further be described as rules and restrictions which
define the problem, in this case in the form of a mixed integer programming problem.
However, some parameters associated with the model were formulated and calculated al-
gebraically. To generate a solution the model was programmed as a Python-script and
solved using the Gurobi v8.1.1 solver on a Mac Book Air with a 1,7 GHz Intel Core i7
processor. Python scripts were used in combination with Microsoft Excel to algebraically
calculate and analyze parameters as well as to render graphical visualizations of the re-
sults.

2.4 Reseach Quality
Assessing the quality of a study is generally done with respect to the term’s reliability and
validity. Reliability refers to the degree of consistent results by repeated trials over time,
while validity refers to the extent to which a measurement truly represents and describes
the context or phenomenon it is intended to do (David & Sutton, 2011). More informally,
these could be phrased as ”do we measure what we are supposed to do?” (validity) and
”do we get the same results repeatedly?” (reliability).

It is di�cult to assess the study as a whole regarding reliability. This because some
of the collected data, especially in the situation analysis, are based on an individual’s
subjective views. These views are further a�ected by several factors ranging from techni-
cal possibilities to current legislation on the subjects. Should any of these factors change,
it is reasonable to think that these individuals would re-evaluate the situation resulting
in a di�erent view. Given the nature of the collection of primary data, in the form of un-
structured interviews, the same agenda could be reused but it would be almost impossible
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to obtain the same results since the interviews did not include any set of pre-determined
or standardized questions. As subjectivity is a factor a�ecting the reliability of the study,
even the individuals who have participated are a factor. Furthermore, since the quan-
titative data collected contains both verified data about the past as well as predictions,
within a field that is not fully developed and explored, it is likely not to be the same
if collected in the future and thus a�ects the reliability of the study. To strengthen the
reliability, the author has been careful to present which factors form the basis for di�erent
views, how various calculations have been carried out, and which assumptions that have
been made.

The validity of the study could have been a�ected by any misunderstandings, misun-
derstandings by the author or by the respondents during the collection of primary data.
To strengthen the validity, statements were cleared with the respondent afterward. In
the collection of secondary data, and more specifically in non-scientific articles, this could
have occurred as well. The fact that a majority of the data used is from, or can be derived
from o�cial governmental data is, however, considered to strengthen the validity. Fur-
thermore, data has been collected from multiple sources such as journal articles, books,
reports, non-scientific articles, etc. and has been reviewed, compared and analyzed.
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3 Literature Review
This chapter includes literature regarding reverse logistics, supply chain network design,
facility location as well as approaches in operations research. The purpose of this chapter
is to describe the context of the study and to serve as a base for the analysis.

3.1 Reverse Logistics
The term reverse logistics has over the years gained increased attention among schol-
ars. Its definition has been changing over the years, and its scope widened as a result
of increased scholarly interest in the subject (Agrawal, Singh, & Murtaza, 2015). In its
simplest form, it can be described as the opposite flow to a conventional supply chain
(Mortiz Fleischmann, Krikke, Dekker, & Flapper, 2000). Jayaraman, Patterson, and Rol-
land (2003) describe the reverse chain as when a product or component returns to the
chain of production after its use. This can be for the purpose of repair, re-manufacturing
or recycling. Reverse logistics, therefore, encloses all the activities from used products
no longer needed for the user, to products which are usable again in the market (Moritz
Fleischmann et al., 1997). One of the most widespread definitions of reverse logistics is,
however, the one from Rogers, Tibben-Lembke, et al. (1999); “The process of planning,
implementing, and controlling the e�cient, cost-e�ective flow of raw materials, in-process
inventory, finished goods and related information from the point of consumption to the
point of origin for the purpose of recapturing value or proper disposal”.

In a reverse supply chain, the di�erence emerges on the supply side, as opposed to a
traditional forward supply chain. As a traditional supply chain handles the flow from the
point of origin to many demand zones, the reverse chain is about bringing together a high
number of low volume flows (Mortiz Fleischmann et al., 2000). There are factors a�ecting
the reverse chain’s e�ectiveness both positively and negatively, in some literature these
are defined as drivers and barriers (Agrawal et al., 2015). The drivers and barriers di�er
in character depending on which country and sector the chain is set up. However, factors
such as economic, legislative, environmental, and social have been broadly identified as
drivers (Agrawal et al., 2015). Di�erent barriers could be described as customer pref-
erence, regulation, resource constraints, and lack of stakeholder commitment (Carter &
Ellram, 1998).

As volume is a major critical factor for the design of any supply chain network, it becomes
even more critical in a reverse or recovery supply chain network. There is a high level of
uncertainty for product returns and recovery management, since demand may be di�cult
to forecast. Mortiz Fleischmann et al. (2000) claims that the availability of used products
at the disposer market involves major unknown factors and that the timing and quantity
of freed products are determined by the former user, rather than by the requirements of
the recovers. One could argue that this is a broad generalization, not applicable in all
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situations. For an EV, as an example, the change of the battery is heavily dependent
on the requirements of the manufacturer or its particular lifetime. Products like apparel
on the other hand, where the switching cost is much lower, corresponds better to the
arguments of Mortiz Fleischmann et al. (2000).

The cost of transporting products through a reverse supply chain is often higher than
moving the original product from the manufacturer to the consumer (Chandran & Lan-
cioni, 1981; Jayaraman et al., 2003). This can be due to small quantities of shipment,
fluctuating and uncertain demand, or that the returned goods cannot be transported,
stored, or handled in the same way as an ordinary forward distribution channel (Jayara-
man et al., 2003). The authors’ further state that attempting to recall products that
cannot easily be found within the system could lead to increased costs. On the other
hand Srivastava (2008) argues that in addition to provide cost savings in the form of
transportation, inventory holding or procurement, a well-managed recovery network can
also contribute to customer retention. When designing networks for the recovery of prod-
ucts it is therefore important to consider the characteristics of the particular product,
customer and demand characteristics as well as the current network for the forward dis-
tribution of the products (Jayaraman et al., 2003).

Reverse logistics’ overall objective can be to reduce, substitute, reuse, or recycle (Ja-
yaraman et al., 2003). Throughout the literature, reverse logistics networks or recovery
networks are described with several common character traits, these can be described as
di�erent steps within the network. Mortiz Fleischmann et al. (2000) has examined mul-
tiple studies regarding reverse logistics, particularly recovery networks, and states that a
general recovery network includes several activities which all can be grouped as collec-
tion, inspection/separation, re-processing, disposal, and re-distribution. Collection refers
to the activities associated with the gathering and transportation of used products to a
location for further handling. The inspection/separation stage can include disassembly,
testing, or sorting, referring to all the activities performed to determine if a product is re-
usable or not. It is also at this stage that the flows of recovered products are splitting up
based on if the products are to be deposed, due to technical, economic or environmental
aspects, or re-processed for the purpose of either repair, re-manufacturing or recycling.
Re-distribution activities refer to the enabling of the products for potential future mar-
kets and customers. Agrawal et al. (2015) have in their review study also included a
set of activities previous to the collection stage called product acquisition. This step is,
according to Guide and Wassenhove (2003), critical for the establishment of a profitable
recovery network. Product acquisition can be described as activities performed to identify
products that should be allowed into the recovery network. Referring back to the example
with the EV, product acquisition could be the step where a mechanic establishes that the
battery is defective or has reached its end-of-life, and thus should be allowed to enter the
recovery network.
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Figure 2: Forward and reverse logistics

Mortiz Fleischmann et al. (2000) further argue that di�erent recovery networks can be
di�erentiated based on the degree of centralization, i.e. number of levels, if it has an
open or a closed loop structure, and the degree of branch co-operation. The degree of
centralization is given by the number of locations in which similar activities are carried
out. The authors state that this can thus be seen as the degree of horizontal integration
of the network. On the other hand, the number of levels can be seen as the vertical
integration of the network and denotes the number of locations a particular item visits
sequentially. According to Mortiz Fleischmann et al. (2000), a single level network means
that all activities are performed at one location, while di�erent activities are performed
at various locations in a multilevel network. A closed-loop structure refers to when the
source and the sink of the network correspond, i.e. the chain handles both forward and
reverse activities. In an open network, on the other hand, the flow is directed one way.
Lastly, the degree of branch co-operation relates to the actors involved in the recovery
network, is it for example set up by a single company, or is it a product of cooperation
between several companies or organizations.

As previously mentioned, it is important to consider diverse characteristics when de-
signing a recovery network. Moritz Fleischmann et al. (1997) argue that for a recovery
network to be e�cient, careful evaluation has to be made regarding who the actors are
and which functions will be performed within the network. Each actor has responsibil-
ities, which in turn a�ect the network design. For example, the responsibilities will be
di�erent if the OEM is responsible for the set-up of the recovery network or if this is
a result of a branch-level co-operation. Bulk recovery networks, where the value of the
products is fairly low and disposer market and re-use market are separate, are often based
on branch-level co-operation to ensure high volumes (Mortiz Fleischmann et al., 2000).
The characteristics of the product have a major impact on the design of the recovery
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network and determine which activities have to be performed within it. For example,
products with complex assembly structures may need extensive testing and disassembly,
this, in turn, a�ects the degree of centralization as well as the number of levels within
the network. Moritz Fleischmann et al. (1997) argue that if the product is tested at
an early stage, deemed useless, and sent to disposal, it could save transportation costs.
Early stage testing could, however, be expensive due to equipment costs and therefore
only a�ordable at a small number of locations. If high processing values are required due
to low recovery value and high equipment investments, a centralized network with a small
number of levels, as well as an open loop structure, is preferred (Agrawal et al., 2015).

3.2 Supply Chain Network Design
According to Christopher (1999), a supply chain integrate several interrelated activities
through a network. Supply chain network design (SCND) can be considered as the first,
and to some extent most important step, for either decreasing the total cost or increasing
the total profit of a supply chain (Simchi-Levi et al., 2004). It is further one of the most
crucial problems regarding planning in supply chain management (Govindan, Fattahi, &
Keyvanshokooh, 2017). The goal of this process is to engineer an e�cient network struc-
ture to increase its total value (Farahani et al., 2014). By doing so several decisions have
to be made which further can be categorized as strategic, tactical, or operational. Strate-
gical decisions typically address questions regarding the characteristics of the facilities
such as number, size type, capacity, type of technology, quality, and location (Farahani
et al., 2014). According to Simchi-Levi et al. (2004) strategic decisions has a consider-
able impact on the return on investment for the supply chain. Decisions upon policies
regarding transportation, inventory, procurement, information technology, or knowledge
management are of tactical level. Operational decisions could include which service level
or prices should be o�ered (Farahani et al., 2014).

Strategical decisions do require large capital investments and can be hard to change,
these are therefore seen as long-term investments (Melo et al., 2009). The question about
what long-term is may vary in di�erent situations, but usually, strategic decisions are
considered as three to five years. These decisions, made at the beginning of the planning
horizon, are hard to change when the network is up and running (Govindan et al., 2017).
Over time certain parameters considered when making a decision can change, such as
demand or transportation cost. When designing a supply chain network it is therefore
important that uncertainties are taken into account, as well as how to manage risk. Ad-
ditionally, supply chains are typically complex systems that include several actors and
activities which could make the design or optimization a di�cult task. A challenge re-
garding the design of a network is that in many cases decisions have to be made according
to certain required processes (Govindan et al., 2017), a given product may need special
processing which ads further complexity to the design process.
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There is a rich body of literature covering di�erent models applied to various scenar-
ios of network design. SCND models are all a�ected by underlying structures such as
network type, i.e. open or closed loop, network structure, flow assumption, planning hori-
zon, and demand and supply modeling. Network structures are often described in terms
of levels and stages. In some literature levels can also be referred to as a layer or echelon,
a group of nodes which all perform activities with the same purposes, whereas a stage
is a set of arcs between two consecutive levels (Akçalı, Çetinkaya, & Üster, 2009). Flow
assumptions take into account if there are single or multiple items flowing through the
network, but more importantly if singe-sourcing or multiple sourcing is applied. Single-
sourcing means that the demand at a location within a certain level can only be met from
one location at its previous level (Govindan et al., 2017). For example, a retailer can
only be served from one warehouse, or a plant can only receive the raw material from
one supplier. Multiple-sourcing consequently means that a location within a level can
have an inflow from one or more locations from previous levels. Whether demand and
supply are considered to be deterministic or stochastic has a direct impact on how the
design is modeled and solved (Akçalı et al., 2009). According to Beamon (1998), models
that include multiple stages can be characterized based on their approach: deterministic
models in which all variables are known and have an exact value or stochastic models
where at least one variable is unknown. The stochastic variables are then assumed to
follow a certain probability distribution. Furthermore, models can also be characterized
as economic or simulation models.

Figure 3: Illustrations of supply chain structure

3.3 Facility Location
As a part of operations research, facility location is addressing the challenges of where to
locate or position new facilities in order to optimize at least one given objective. It could
therefore be seen as a critical part of supply chain network design (Melo et al., 2009). The
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objective could be to either minimize costs, travel distance, or waiting time, maximize
profit, revenues, or service level. There could also be the combination of two or more
objectives (Farahani, SteadieSeifi, & Asgari, 2010) Location models have been studied
for a long time in various forms (Revelle, Eiselt, & Daskin, 2008). Even if their context
is di�erent the main elements are the same, namely: a set of customers which have a
demand and are already located, a set of facilities whose location are to be determined,
a space or area that contain both customers and facilities, and a metric that indicates
the distances between customers and facilities (ReVelle & Eiselt, 2005). These could, but
are not limited to, answer questions such as which facilities should be opened, and which
customers should be served from which facility or facilities in case of multiple sourcing.
Given the nature of the context various constraints will arise (Melo et al., 2009), for ex-
ample production capacity restrictions for the facilities.

Facility location has a decisive role on supply chain network design and planning. Melo
et al. (2009) argue that the importance of its role will grow further as the need for more
comprehensive models, which simultaneously can cope with many aspects, will increase.
It is therefore necessary for sophisticated models to determine the best structure of a
supply chain. As these decisions require large capital investments and are expected to
be in operations for a long time, they could be seen as the core of strategical decisions
(Klose & Drexl, 2005; Melo et al., 2009). This is however a di�cult task. In contrast
to tactical or operational decisions which can be re-optimized on a relative short notice,
facility locations are fixed and cannot be changed easily, due to underlying changes of the
conditions for the supply chain (Daskin et al., 2005). These underlying changes of the
condition during the lifetime of the facility may turn a good location today into a bad
in the future (Melo et al., 2009). Daskin et al. (2005) argue that regardless of how well
tactical and operational decision are optimized in response to changes in the supply chain,
an ine�cient location for a facility redundant costs will arise during its lifetime. When
making these decisions it is therefore important to recognize all intrinsic uncertainties
linked to future conditions.

3.3.1 Continuous and Discrete Models

The di�erence between continuous and discrete models is linked to their respective deci-
sion space. According to Klose and Drexl (2005) continuous models have two essential
attributes. The first is that it is possible to locate facilities at every single point within
the decision space, i.e. the decision space is continuous. The second is that distances
are measured with a metric that is suitable for the specific context. As actual road or
transportation distances cannot be measured in a continuous decision space, distances
are measured in other forms. These include the Manhattan distance metric which is a
perpendicular distance between two points, Euclidean distance metric which also could
be described as a straight line between two points, or an lp-distance metric. In discrete
facility location models, possible locations that could be selected are restricted to a finite
set of candidates. These candidates have previously been determined eligible within the
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decision space. This means that these models have a pre-processing phase in which can-
didate sites for the location of facilities are selected (ReVelle & Eiselt, 2005).

As a consequence, continuous models tend to be linear optimization models, while discrete
models often involve binary variables that result in integer or mixed integer programming
models (ReVelle & Eiselt, 2005). Revelle et al. (2008) also categorizes the discrete models
into two fields: plant location and median problems, and center and covering problems.
Both median and plant location problems aim to minimize the average distance between
a demand zone and the facility in which that zone has been assigned. Covering based
models on the other hand aims to meet, or partially meet, a predetermined service level,
or levels, for the location of the facilities.

For continuous models, it is required that coordinates (x, y) are calculated for the fa-
cilities where the objective is to minimize the total distance between the facilities and
given demand zones (Klose & Drexl, 2005). One of the simplest forms of such a model is
the center of gravity approach, which is described more thoroughly further down in this
section. According to Ghiani, Laporte, and Musmanno (2013), this is a suitable approach
to find a geographical area in which locations can be obtained for a first screening. The
center of gravity minimizes the perpendicular distance between all points which could
result in locations where it is impossible to establish facilities. For discrete models, the
p-median problem could be described as the simplest setting in which p facilities are to
be selected to either minimize the total weighted costs or distance and meet customer
demand. An assumption of this problem is that all locations within the decision space
have the same set-up cost (Melo et al., 2009). This further means that it is only the
distances and thereby the cost of distribution that is subject to optimization.

3.3.2 Modelling approaches

Every facility location problem has its unique characteristics. As previously mentioned,
depending on the context, various constraints may arise in addition to uncertainties and
other aspects that the model has to take into account. In this section di�erent models
are explained which can serve as a base in di�erent cases.

3.3.2.1 Center of Gravity

This method is useful when finding a location within a continuous decision space which is
a two-dimensional cartesian plane. Ghiani et al. (2013) argues that even if it can be hard
to see its practical use it can be useful in situations where data is not available to perform
more sophisticated models. It can also be useful when a geographical area is preferred,
rather than determining the optimal location of a facility. If demand zones are known as
well as their quantity or weight, the center of gravity of that demand can be calculated
as follows:
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let

i = 1, 2, ..., I be the set of customers/demand zones
xú x coordinate for the center of gravity
yú y coordinate for the center of gravity
Di Demand/weight at customer/supplier/demand zone i
xi x coordinate at customer/supplier/demand zone i
yi y coordinate at customer/supplier/demand zone i

The center of gravity for the weighted demand (x*, y*) can then be obtained by:

xú =

q
i

Di ú xi

q
i

Di
(1)

yú =

q
i

Di ú yi

q
i

Di
(2)

3.3.2.2 p-median

The p-median problems belong to the category of discrete facility location models. Since
the candidate locations in a discrete decision space are already identified in this model, in
contrast to the center of gravity, it allows for the optimization of travel distances between
demand zones and facilities. The problem could be formulated as follows: to find the
location of p facilities with the objective of minimizing the total demand-weighted travel
distance between facilities and demand zones while satisfying each zones demand (Owen
& Daskin, 1998). This assumes that each zone is supplied only from one facility, i.e.
single-sourcing, and that there are no capacity restrictions for any facility and that each
facility can accommodate any number of demand zones (Christou, 2011). Furthermore, it
does not take into account any set-up cost for the facilities and treats them as equivalents
in that regard. The following notation is necessary to formulate the optimization model
mathematically:

let:

i = 1, ..., I be the index of demand nodes
j = 1, ...J be the index of facility candidate sites
hi be the demand at node i

dij be the distance between demand node i and candidate site j

p be the number of facilities which should be located
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With the following decisions variables:

Xi =

Y
]

[
1, if facility candidate j is used
0, otherwise

Yij =

Y
]

[
1, if the demand at node i is served by candidate location j

0, otherwise

The objective function can then be formulated as the following integer linear problem:

Min Z =
ÿ

i

ÿ

j

hidijYij (3)

subject to:

ÿ

j

Xj = p (4)

ÿ

j

Yij = 1 ’i (5)

Xj ≠ Yij Ø 0 ’i, j (6)

Xj = {0, 1} ’j (7)

Yij = {0, 1} ’i, j (8)

As the objective function (3) seeks to minimize the total demand-weighted distance be-
tween demand nodes and potential facility sites, constraint (4) ensures that only P fa-
cilities are to be located. All demand that is assigned to a facility site is ensured by
constraint (5) while constraint (6) ensures that this assignment only can be to facility
sites that are used. Lastly constraint (7) - (8) ensures the binary requirements of the
variables. This formulation is adapted from the one given by Owen and Daskin (1998),
who also argue that since the full demand naturally will be assigned to the nearest fa-
cility location, constraint (8) can further be relaxed to a non-negative constraint and a
continuous variable. This is also supported by Christou (2011): the new continuous vari-
ables now denote the fraction of demand served to node i from facility j. This relaxation
transforms the problem from a linear integer problem to a mixed integer programming
problem which is easier to solve.

3.3.2.3 Capacitated and Uncapacitated Facility Location Problems

In a real-life practical context, the cost of locating a facility at one of the candidate
positions is not equal in all the candidates which the p-median problem assumes. The
uncapacitated facility location is an extension of the p-median problem. It can also be
referred to as the fixed charge facility location problem (Daskin et al., 2005). In order
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to consider the specific set-up cost for every facility location candidate j, the objective
function is extended to include such a term (Melo et al., 2009). Another extension from
the p-median problem is that the uncapacitated location problem includes the number
of facilities that should be located in the problem, instead of specifying this specifically
(Revelle et al., 2008). According to Daskin et al. (2005) this is a classical facility location
problem that has been used in supply chain network design. The aim is to find which
facilities should be used, as well as the pattern of shipment between those and the demand
zones while ensuring that the constraint that all the demand must be met. However, it
does not take into account any capacity restrictions. This means that at least one optimal
solution is to assign the whole demand of each customer to the nearest open facility. In
consequence, single-sourcing automatically will be applied to the network. To formulate
the problem mathematically the following notations will be added to the p-median problem
described in the previous section:

fj fixed cost of locating a facility at candidate location j

cij unit cost of shipping between candidate location j and demand zone i

In this formulation, first formulated by Balinski (1965), the decision varible Yij is contin-
uous, instead of binary as in the p-median problem, and can be described as:

Yij fraction of demand at zone i that is served by facility at location j

The objective function is formulated as:

Min Z =
ÿ

i

ÿ

j

hicijYij +
ÿ

j

fjXj (9)

subject to:

ÿ

j

Yij = 1 ’i (10)

Xj ≠ Yij Ø 0 ’i, j (11)

Xj = {0, 1} ’j (12)

Yij Ø 0 ’i, j (13)

The uncapacitated facility location problem can further be extended to take into account
capacity constraints, such as maximum demand which can be supplied from a facility,
or the maximum production capacity at a facility. This is referred to as the capacitated
facility location problem and as a result, the assignment of demand zones by vicinity is no
longer valid (Melo et al., 2009). Typically, such restrictions can be divided into two groups:
one that ensures that all the demand is satisfied, and one that ensures that production
and distribution capacities are not exceeded and that there is a balance between inflow
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and outflow for every facility (Samuelsson, 2017). If, for example, bj is the maximum
demand that can be assigned to a facility j, for the model to incorporate the following
constraint, which limits the total demand that facility j can serve, the following constraint
can be added to the problem described in (9)-(13).

ÿ

i

Yijhi Æ bjXj ’j (14)

Daskin et al. (2005) argues that a constraint such as (14) precludes (11) since all the so-
lution’s that satisfies (14) also satisfy (11). If however (11) is still included, it will result
in a tighter linear programming relaxation.

According to ReVelle and Eiselt (2005) previous research on the capacitated location
problem does not o�er any clear results. As a capacity restriction may hinder a demand
zone to be served from its closest facility, and because the assignment of demand is frac-
tional, the added constraints for the capacity of the facilities nullifies the single-sourcing
property and therefore makes it harder to solve. As a workaround, the continuous variable
for the assignment to demand zones can then be replaced with a binary, taking the value
of one if a particular zone is served by a particular facility.

As mentioned previously, costs and demand can change drastically over the years and
these models do not address that, instead, they treat data deterministically and as it is
known. Even though ignoring the uncertainties may result in highly sub-optimal solutions
(Daskin et al., 2005). As the p-median problem seeks to minimize the maximum distance
between demand nodes and their nearest facilities, both the uncapacitated and capaci-
tated facility location problems focus on the aggregated cost of delivery or access (ReVelle
& Eiselt, 2005). The aggregated costs in this context include the fixed costs from the
establishment of a facility, variable costs which arise in production, and the handling of
products, as well as distribution, costs in-between facilities and from facilities to demand
zones (Samuelsson, 2017). Melo et al. (2009) argue that these methods are insu�cient to
deal with realistic facility location problems based on their set-up: single period planning
horizon, one type of facility, deterministic demand, etc. Given that, it is the author’s
opinion that they still compose an applicable base for developing comprehensive models,
which could include other supply chain management decisions besides facility location.

3.3.3 Dealing with Uncertainty

Melo et al. (2009) argue that if any of the parameters in a model are of probabilistic
nature and uncertain, regardless if they belong to probability distribution or a set of dis-
crete scenarios with a subjective occurrence probability, a stochastic model is the most
appropriate. Stochastic parameters can be both continuous or in the form of discrete sce-
narios. If they are in the form of discrete scenarios, every scenario has a known value and
is assigned a probability of occurrence (Daskin et al., 2005). Snyder (2006) di�erentiates
between risk and uncertainty: in risk situations, the value of one or more parameters
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follow a probability distribution which is known. In uncertain situations that probability
and value is unknown. Problems in a risk context are known as stochastic and are aiming
to find a solution that will perform well under any possible realization of the uncertain or
random parameter or parameters.

According to Snyder (2006), uncertainty can be described di�erently depending on if
the probability information is known or not. In the case of known probability, the uncer-
tainty is best described by using the probability distribution on the parameters. If not,
continuous parameters are expected to lie within predetermined intervals. Weaver and
Church (1983) and Mirchandani, Oudjit, and Wong (1985) have developed a stochastic
model which is based on multiple scenarios. In the context of the uncapacitated facility
location problem their model, can be described as that a set of scenarios are introduced.
There is a probability that each scenario can occur, which would result in a specific de-
mand and distribution cost. The model assumes that decisions about the location of the
facilities have to be made before it is known which scenario will occur. There are various
models of this sort that could be applied in cases with uncertain parameters. However,
Snyder (2006) argues that scenario-based models result in more manageable models and
that they do also carry the advantage of allowing parameters to be statistically dependent.

3.3.3.1 Distribution Cost for Dynamic Routes

Research within the field of dynamic location problems slowed considerably by the late
1980s. This because the field had been mined of ideas, the di�culty of solving such prob-
lems or forecasting demand through time (ReVelle & Eiselt, 2005). When routes within
a distribution or collection network are not identical over time, they are called dynamic
routes. Costs included in a route are a mix derived from time- and distance. Samuelsson
(2016) argues that costs arising from fuels, lubricants, and tires typically are functions
of distance, while cost such as salaries, administration, insurance or taxes better are de-
scribed as a function of time. The total distribution cost could be described as the sum
of the costs for driving time, distance, and stop-time at facilities or demand zones and
demand points. It is more di�cult to estimate the annual distribution cost when items
are delivered on multi-stop routes.

On an average route, the distance driven can be divided into two separate parts: from
the delivering area to the distribution area, i.e. between the facilities and the demand
zones. This is referred to as the stem distance. The second part is the distance in-
between demand points, i.e. collection- or unloading points. The first part can easily be
measured, but the second part is more complex due to the dynamic nature of the routes.
Samuelsson (2016) states that if the average expected distance between stops as well as
the number of expected stops can be estimated for an average tour, then the distance with
the corresponding driving time within the distribution or collection area can be estimated.

Furthermore, the length of a route depends on the following factors: the stem distance,
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the density of the demand zones which could be described as the number of demand
points within the area, and the number of points served on a route. The density is used
to determine the distance between di�erent demand points on the route. The expected
time for a route is dependent on the excepted speed and the stop-time, i.e. the time
consumed when loading and unloading at each demand point. (Samuelsson, 2016)

To estimate the distance between stops on a route the problem can be seen as a modifi-
cation of the traditional TSP problem. For a more comprehensive definition of the TSP
problem the interested reader is referred to Applegate, Bixby, Chvatal, and Cook (2006).

For a route with N points, independently drawn from a uniform probability distribution
over a bounded region R with the corresponding area A, the shortest distance through
these points is a stochastic variable Ln. This distance will grow as the number of points
N increases, Mahalanobis (1940) argued that the length of TSP with a Euclidean space
would grow to

Ô
N as N increases. Also, Beardwood, Halton, and Hammersley (1959)

showed that as N tends to infinity, there is a constant —, in which the optimal length
could be described for such a TSP.

lim
NæŒ

LnÔ
N

= —
Ô

A (15)

If the area on the other and is expressed in the form of the density, i.e.

fl = N

A
(16)

(15) can then be formulated as:

lim
NæŒ

LnÔ
N

= —
1

Ô
fl

(17)

Even though the exact value of — is not known Applegate et al. (2006) present previous
studies based on numerical tests, which place the mean about 0.7. Clark and Evans (1954)
formulate the mean distance to the nearest neighbor in an area with density fl and as a
sector of a circle with radius r which is divided into z equal sectors as

re =
Ô

z

2Ô
fl

(18)

Their formulation is based on the work of Hertz (1909). For randomly distributed stops
Higgins (1972) states that the expected distance between stops d can be formulated as

d = 1
2Ô

fl
(19)

As one can see (18) and (19) are equivalent if z = 1. This means that the distance between
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stops can be formulated as
d = 1

k
Ô

fl
(20)

where 1 Æ k Æ 2. Furthermore (19) can be reformulated as

d = —

Û
A

N
(21)

where 0.5 Æ — Æ 1.

Based on above, Samuelsson (2016) concludes that that the expected distance between
stops in a demand zone can be estimated as

dj = —
ı̂ıÙAjfj

Nj
(22)

Where:

dj Estimated avarage distance between stops in demand region j
Aj Area of demand region j
Nj Annual number of stops in demand region j
fj Deliver frequency to demand region j
— Constant

The demand regions are constructed as quadratic grids, as a simple and fast method to
aggregate demand. However, this leads to over-estimations of the distances due to the
assumption that demand points are uniformly and randomly spread over the geographical
area. As a result, there are areas within the demand zones where demand points cannot
be located. Samuelsson (2016) therefore suggests, that as a second step, in each demand
zone the smallest convex hull (which contains all demand points) will be constructed. It is
the area of those convex hulls that will be used to estimate the distance between demand
points. This method led to significant improvements in the accuracy of the estimations
without compromising the practical advantage of constructing a squire grid system.

The estimated average distance between stops within a demand region dj will further
a�ect the maximum number of stops on a route in regards to the aspect of time. How-
ever, the maximum number of stops for an arbitrary route is limited either by time or by
the load capacity of the transportation unit. For example, let:

nl
ijr denote the maximum number of stops from facility i to demand region j

based on the load capacity of transportation unit r

nt
ijr denote the maximum number of stops from facility i to demand region j using

transportation unit r with respect time
nijr denote the expected number of stops on an arbitrary route.
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Then
nijr = min{nl

ijr, nt
ijr} (23)

Both the estimated average distance between stops and the expected average number of
stops a�ect the total distance for a route as well as the total time spent on a route. These
are both, in turn, part of the total cost for a route. If dT

ijr is the total distance of a route,
and tT

ijr is the total time spent on a route, then the total cost for a route from facility i

to region j with transportation unit r, CT
ijr can be formulated as:

CT
ijr = ChtT

ijr + Ckm
r dT

ijr (24)

where:

Ch
r is the cost per hour using and transportation unit r, and

Ckmr is the cost per kilometer using transportation unit r.

If the total yearly number of points that need to be served in each region, NT
j , is known,

an estimation of how many routes are required per year can be obtained by dividing
NT

j with the expected number of stops on a route. By further multiplying the fraction
with the total cost of a route the yearly distribution cost, CD

ijr, is obtained and can be
formulated as:

CD
ijr =

NT
j

nijr
ú CT

ijr (25)

For a more detailed description of how the individual parameters are calculated the in-
terested reader is referred to (Samuelsson, 2016).
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4 Situation Analysis
This chapter begins with a section explaining the current trend of electrically powered vehi-
cles, both globally and domestically in Sweden. Lithium-ion batteries are further described
in terms of composition, second life applications, and expected lifespan. Finally, the cur-
rent handling of discarded lithium-ion batteries in Sweden and the characteristics of the
Swedish electric car fleet is described.

The amount of newly registered electric vehicles (EV), hybrid electric vehicles (HEV)
and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV) in the Swedish market has increased rapidly
over the last years. An overwhelming majority of these vehicles carry a lithium-based
battery. Data from Statistics Sweden (2019) shows that in 2018, 13.67 percent of all
newly registered cars are powered by a battery of some sort. Although the amount of
newly registered cars decreased from 2017 to 2018 the amount of newly registered EVs,
HEVs and PHEVs increased by 28.2 percent. At the same time, global automakers have
made aggressive plans to electrify their vehicles over the coming years. Bloomberg (n.d.)
predicts that battery-powered models will increase from 155 models globally in 2017 to
approximately 290 in 2022. Furthermore, their forecast anticipates that by 2040, 55 per-
cent of sold cars globally will be electrically powered as well as they will represent 33
percent of the global car fleet. In a report, Berggren and K̊ageson (2017) state that to
fulfill the European Union’s target of carbon dioxide emissions by 2050, a vast part of
the car fleet has to be fossil-free by that time. Based on their assumption that at least
80 percent of the car fleet has to be partly or fully electrified by 2050, battery driven
vehicles will represent 50 percent of the new car sales by 2030. As of 2017, the proportion
of battery-powered vehicles in Sweden was 2.4 percent of the total car fleet (Statistic
Sweden, 2019), which means that these cars have to increase at a high pace the coming
years.

Bil Sweden (2019a) reports that the automotive industry and the Swedish market for
electric vehicles have gone through an extensive transition towards safer, cleaner, and
more e�ective vehicles. Large investments are being made by the industry which will
require further investments in infrastructure. At the same time, new models have not
yet reached their full potential due to factors such as the manufacturers’ limited produc-
tion capacity. The range of available models, however, does increase, and in 2019 alone
10 new models are expected to be introduced. In January 2019 chargeable vehicles ac-
counted for 13 percent of the total car sales, whereas 41 percent of those were EVs. This
is a major increase compared with January 2018 when EVs only accounted for 7 percent
of the chargeable vehicles (Bil Sweden, 2019b). Predictions of 2019 estimate that the
sale of personal vehicles will decrease by 5.6 percent compared to 2018. This decrease is
mainly a result of the conversion by the industry, in combination with the economy mov-
ing towards a slowdown phase (Bil Sweden, 2019a). Data from Statistic Sweden (2019)
shows that the sale of personal vehicles decreased in 2018 compared to 2017. Despite this,
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chargeable electric vehicles (EVs and PHEVs) increased by 46.6 percent and composed 8
percent of the total car sales, which equals to approximately 29 000 vehicles. A forecast
by Bil Sweden (2019a) estimates that this group will grow to account for 13 percent of
the newly registered cars in 2019 which could make a total of 43 500 EVs and PHEVs.
Even if the group mainly consists of PHEVs the fraction of EVs does increase as well.

The trend is not limited to Sweden. All Scandinavian countries are heading in the same
direction, especially Norway is at the forefront. Where every second new car, and 30
percent of the car fleet, is electrified (Gordon, 2018). This is the result of a progressive
BPEV policy agenda dating back to the 1990s when BPEVs were freed from import taxes,
and later on, in 2001 freed from the 25 percent value-added tax. Both Great Britain and
France have committed to banning the sale of cars with internal combustion engines (ICE)
by 2040 (Gardiner, 2017). Volvo has previously announced that starting in 2019 every
new car launched will be partly, or completely, battery-powered (Vaughan, 2017). This
is not to say that the production of ICE powered vehicles will stop completely, but every
model will be o�ered either as fully or partly electrified. Volkswagen has committed to
producing around 50 million battery-driven vehicles over the coming years (Gitlin, 2018),
while General Motors advocates for a national policy in the United States, which would
mean that at least 7 percent of sold cars in the US in 2021 have to be battery-powered
(Blanco, 2018). This percentage has to increase with at least two percent each year leading
to 15 percent in 2025 and 25 percent in 2030. The International Energy Agency estimates
that there will be 140 million electric vehicles globally by 2030. It is very di�cult to say
what e�ect it will have on lithium-ion batteries in terms of weight, but the CEO of the
Canadian battery recycling company Li-Cycle argue that it could generate as much as 11
million tones (Gardiner, 2017).

For Sweden specifically, and in a wider perspective Power Circle (the Swedish associ-
ation for the electric power industry) anticipates that chargeable vehicles will reach a
market share of 95 percent in terms of newly registered vehicles by 2026. Their forecast is
based on several assumptions such as that approximately 50 percent of the manufacturers
have established goals for 100 percent electrified sales. The time frame for this goal varies
between manufacturers, but years that are mentioned include 2022, 2025 or 2030. An-
other assumption is that price parity compared to fossil fuels will be reached somewhere
in the interval between 2024 to 2029. However, if the Swedish Bonus-Malus legislation is
retained, price parity might be reached sooner. The legislation implies that environmen-
tally friendly vehicles are granted a bonus up to 60 000 SEK, while fossil fuel powered
vehicles are subject to an increased tax the three first years (Transportstyrelsen, n.d.).
Lastly, as price parity is reached, the market share of PHEV is assumed to decrease while
the market share of EVs will increase at a higher pace. This because vehicles powered by
multiple fuels rather than a single source fuel would be more expensive.
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4.1 Battery composition
From an electrochemical perspective, a battery cell consists of four di�erent components;
cathode, anode, electrolyte, and a separator. These four components are essential, and
the cell cannot function if any of these components are missing. But from a recycling
perspective, three additional components can be included: collectors, one on the cath-
ode and one on the anode, as well as the casing. While collectors usually are made of
copper or aluminum, the casing can be made of stainless steel, aluminum, or plastics.
The last components, collectors and casings, are easily recycled and are in fact the only
parts recycled widely today according to Futter (2019). The lithium-ion batteries gener-
ate electricity by lithium ions migrate from cathode to anode (and vice versa), while the
electrons flow through the outer circuit. The cathode (positive electrolyte) can be seen as
the source of lithium ions and is the limiting factor that determines the capacity and the
average voltage of the battery. The anode (negative electrolyte) stores and releases ions
from the cathode. When the cell charges and discharges, ions flow between the cathode
and the anode through the electrolyte and separator. On discharge, the anode undergoes
oxidation, i.e. loss of electrons, and the cathode a reduction i.e. gains electrons. When
the battery is charging, the flow has an opposite direction (Battery-University, 2019e).
The separator prevents contact between the cathode and anode while the electrolyte is
the medium which helps the movement of ions.

In general, batteries are similarly constructed. According to Hall (2019) the biggest
distinction between di�erent batteries is the material used for the cathode and therefore
their application. Which material that is used, is sometimes referred to as battery tech-
nology. Examples of these types of technologies are: lithium cobalt oxide (LCO), where
cobalt is the main active material; lithium nickel cobalt aluminum oxide (NCA); lithium
nickel manganese cobalt oxide (NMC); or Lithium-Iron-Phosphate. Due to high specific
energy, LCO batteries are most common in smartphones, laptops, and other hand-held
electronics. In the majority of electric vehicles the battery technology is NMC or NCA,
but there are also vehicles with the Lithium-Iron-Phosphate technology and these types
of batteries are considered the safest, there are relatively few vehicles in Sweden with the
Lithium-Iron-Phosphate technology (Hall, 2019). The technology has none or very little
significance when it comes to handling and transporting batteries, but from a recycling
perspective the technology has a major impact on the value of the cells and the best-suited
process for recycling.

As it requires an excessive amount of power to operate an electric vehicle, more cells
are needed. Depending on the vehicle, the number of cells needed can span from a couple
of dozen to thousands. The composition of such a battery di�ers from model to model,
but generally consists of cells, modules, and a pack. The cells, which could be seen as the
basis of a battery, are a unit of the battery. These are made by inserting a cathode, anode,
separator, and electrolyte into a case. The cases can be formed as cylinders, pouches, or
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prisms. During charging and discharging the cell exerts electric energy and compared to
other batteries, such as those in smart-phones or other hand-held electronics, the cells
need to have a longer lifespan. They also have to withstand shocks transmitted when
the vehicle is driven and possess high reliability and stability when exposed to high and
low temperatures, i.e. the battery must actively be kept within a certain temperature
window (Futter, 2019). When a fixed number of cells are assembled and put into a frame
to protect them from external shocks, heat, or vibration, it is referred to as a module. The
final shape of the battery, the pack, includes several modules as well as di�erent control
and protection systems. In other words, a module is an assembly of a fixed number of
cells, where a pack is an assembly of a fixed number of modules.

Every battery pack has a specific energy density, sometimes referred to as specific en-
ergy, and specific power. The specific energy is a measurement of the battery’s capacity
to store energy per kilogram of weight, while the specific power is the amount of power
that a battery can deliver per kilogram of mass (BCG, 2010). The specific energy is con-
tinuously developing, BCG (2010) reports that battery cells can reach a nominal energy
density of 140 to 170 Wh per kilogram, but it is not unusual that the energy density in
new models exceeds these numbers. The measurement is also dependent on the technol-
ogy used, as di�erent battery technologies o�er di�erent energy densities. For the two
technologies most used in vehicles in Sweden, NMC and NCA, the energy density spans
from 150 to 220 Wh per kilogram for NMC, and from 200 to 260 Wh per kilogram for
NCA (Battery-University, 2019b). Even if not mentioned, it can be assumed that these
spans are regarding cell level. When these cells are assembled into modules, and later
into packs, the measurement will naturally decrease. To obtain the weight of a battery
pack the battery capacity in Wh can be divided by the energy density. For example, if
a vehicle is equipped with a 40-kWh battery, which has a 160 Wh per kilogram energy
density, this will yield a weight of 250 kilograms of the battery pack, 40 ú 1000/160.

4.2 Second Life
Automakers are considering batteries from electric vehicles not useful for traction when
they have reached 80 percent of their health (Casals, Barbero, & Corchero, 2019). Even
if a battery pack seems dead or not usable, the individual cells may. These cells can
be pulled and reused, either in a new battery pack or in some other application. This
means that when such batteries have reached their end-of-life in their current application,
they still have 80 percent useful capacity in other applications. Typically, batteries reach
this state after seven to ten years in smaller vehicles. In larger vehicles, such as buses
and vans, the replacement is more likely to take place every three to four years (Gibson,
2018). Upon removal, lithium-ion batteries from cars can charge and discharge electricity
for many years (Stringer & Jie, 2018). While replaced batteries may not be suited to
power a vehicle, they could fit other, less-demanding, functions.
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Retired cells could provide considerable benefits through secondary use such as energy
storage from solar panels and wind turbines (Lai et al., 2019). They could also be used to
acquire power from a regular grid connection when prices are low. Power storage seems
to be the most widespread second-life application, however, there are other examples as
well. In Japan, Nissan uses recovered batteries to power street lights in the city of Niame.
Renault makes use of their recovered batteries as backup power for elevators in Paris,
while Chevrolet back up their data center in Detroit through recovered batteries. Tesla,
on the other hand, has concluded that their batteries will not be suitable for second-use
and are instead focusing on recovering the raw materials (Stringer & Jie, 2018). According
to Hans Eric Melin, the founder of Circular Energy Storage and Research and a pioneer
within the field, a lithium-ion battery never dies. In an article by Stringer and Jie (2018)
Melin anticipated that by 2025 approximately 75 percent of used batteries from electric
vehicles will be re-used before recycled for recovery of raw materials. There are already
companies focusing on second life applications for lithium-ion batteries. While Power-
Vault and Aceleron are two such examples, this study has not been able to identify any
companies with such operations in Sweden today. The advantages of a re-use phase have
been pointed out by many, however Ahmadi, Young, Fowler, Fraser, and Achachlouei
(2017) highlights that greenhouse gas advantages of vehicle electrification can be doubled
by extending the lifetime of the batteries. According to Ahmadi et al. (2017) the life-
time of second-used batteries depends on their application, this can span from 30 years
if used in fast electric vehicle charge support, up to approximately 6 years for grid services.

Even if there is a broad consensus regarding the possibilities of a second-life market
for lithium-ion batteries from a technical standpoint, not all experts are convinced that
we will see a fully commercialized one in any near future. According to Futter (2019)
this skepticism can be derived from current legislation regarding lithium-ion batteries.
When a battery has changed ownership, it is hard to asses its quality for example due to
information on how it has been used and treated. The willingness to claim responsibility
for that particular battery is then naturally low. Futter (2019) therefore believes that the
second-use and re-use first and foremost will take place in applications where the state of
ownership is intact. An example of this could be if a taxi company uses replaced batteries
from their BPEVs to support their charging stations. The examples mentioned previously
with Nissan, Renault, and Chevrolet, are also to some extent examples of when the state
of ownership of the batteries has not changed. Nevertheless, even if discarded lithium-ion
batteries are re-used or used in a second-life application, at some point they will have to
be recycled to recover the raw materials.
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4.3 Handling and Recycling Process
Over recent years, a growing interest in recycling of lithium-ion batteries has emerged.
Whereas it was deemed unprofitable in Europe in 2018, there where three corporations
in Asia recycling batteries on a commercial scale (Nohrstedt, 2018). In Europe Umicore
has since 2006, an established facility in Belgium, Sungeel Hitech has a permanent plant
in Korea since 2008, and in Canada, Li-cycle has recently established their first recycling
plant. The capacity of these facilities is 7000 metric tons per year for the Umicore plant,
while Sungeel Hitech reports having a capacity of 8000 tons annually. To put this in
perspective, 7000 metric tons equal approximately 250 million mobile phone batteries, 2
million e-bike batteries, or 35 000 BPEV-battery packs. Although this might seem as over-
whelming numbers, it is not that considerable in relation to newly registered BPEVs in
Sweden 2018, approximately 50 000. Also, as large battery packs such as BPEV-batteries
need to be dismantled to module or cell level before any additional treatment, Umicore
has established a facility in Germany solely for the purpose of dismantling. As for any
processing in Sweden, the company Stena Metall has a facility located in Halmstad where
BPEV-batteries are processed.

When discarded batteries arrive at the facility in Halmstad they are tested, and their
quality is evaluated. Based on the results it is decided whether the batteries can be
re-used, where no additional treatment is needed, or if they are applicable for second-
use. For second-use in a di�erent application, the batteries have to go through a sort
of re-manufacturing process. If the tests indicate that the battery is to be recycled it
will manually be dismantled to the level of modules, the individual modules are then
discharged. For the modules to be considered safe and not be able to recharge they are
short-circuited before being sent to recycling facilities. As of today, there is no facility
in Sweden that could recover materials from discarded lithium-ion batteries which means
that all batteries, to be recycled are sent overseas. The testing and evaluation of received
batteries is carried out on pack-level, this means that even if a battery pack is assessed to
not have su�cient capacity for re- or second-use individual cells or modules might have,
which in any case are sent to recycling.

According to Hall (2019), an aggravating factor in the reverse flow of discarded lithium-
ion batteries is that di�erent manufacturers and workshops have di�erent agreements and
contracts. For many of the BPEV models, the volumes are still very low resulting in
manufacturers collecting them for their research and development. Renault, for example,
owns all the batteries in their BPEVs. In other words, a person who buys one of their
BPEVs only leases the battery from Renault making the batteries part of a di�erent flow.
This is still an emerging market where it is not clear what will happen, and where the
responsibilities of the involved parties lie. At present, situations are handled on a case
to case basis depending on the reason why the battery was removed from the car. If,
for example, it is a relatively new car that still is covered by insurance, the ownership of
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the removed battery is likely to accrue to the insurance company or the manufacturer.
If not, it is likely that the battery will accrue to the car owner. In the end, it is the
owner’s decision of how the battery will be handled. Another determining factor is that
lithium-ion batteries which are not encapsulated in a vehicle or any other application are
considered dangerous goods. This means that there are restrictions regarding the trans-
portation of discarded and unassembled lithium-ion batteries. According to regulations
by the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency it is not allowed to transport more than 333
kilograms of lithium-ion batteries per transportation unit (MSB ADR). A transport unit
is defined as “Motorized vehicle without trailer, or a combination consisting of a motor-
ized vehicle with trailer”. Some exceptions are allowed, for example, if the batteries a
transported for testing. Further regulations do apply, such as how the batteries should
be packed for transportation and how they should be stored. If a battery is damaged and
imposes increased risk, a permit from the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency must be
issued to transport the damaged battery.

4.4 Battery Life Span
The life span of a lithium-ion battery can be measured in two ways: overall age and cycle
stability (BCG, 2010). Cycle stability can be described as the number of times the bat-
tery has been discharged and then fully re-charged before losing 20 percent of its initial
capacity. Overall age, on the other hand, refers to the number of years the battery can be
expected to function properly. According to Futter (2019) the life span of a lithium-ion
battery used in BPEVs is mainly a�ected and determined by four factors which are cal-
endar aging, state of health (SOH), operating temperature, and charging speed. The first
factor is the natural aging of the battery, even if it is not used it will still lose capacity
over time. The SOH can be described as the remaining capacity of the battery. This is
measured in percentage where zero percent equals an empty battery while 100 percent
equals a full. An alternative measurement is the depth-of-discharge (DOD) which could
be described as the inverse of the SOH. In other words, the SOH indicates the remaining
capacity of the battery when it is charged, while the DOD indicates how much of the
capacity has been consumed when the battery is re-charged. The DOD determines the
cycle count of a lithium-ion battery and thus its life span. The smaller the discharge
between charging points, i.e. low DOD, the further the number of cycles will increase. A
new BPEV battery is usually charged to 80 percent and discharged to 30 percent, which
means that the DOD equals to 70 percent (Battery-University, 2019a). However, as the
battery fades, the interval may be extended to keep the driving range intact. This could,
for example, be accomplished with a charge to 90 percent and discharge to 20 percent,
and further increased to a charge up to 100 percent and discharge to 10 percent when the
battery is near its end-of-life. Naturally, this will result in increased stress to the battery
and enhanced aging (Battery-University, 2019a).
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Figure 4: DOD as a function of battery life time, appended from Battery-University
(2019a)

Another factor a�ecting the expected lifespan is the operating temperature. The temper-
ature in which all batteries achieve an optimum service life is if they are used at 20 degrees
Celsius (Battery-University, 2019c). The performance of lithium-ion batteries is decreased
if the operating temperature is higher or lower. As reported in Battery-University (2019c)
the cycle life is reduced by 20 percent while operating at a temperature of 30 degrees, 40
percent at 40 degrees, and at 45 degrees the cycle life is only the half of what it would
be if operated at 20 degrees. Temperatures below zero a�ect the cycle life in the same
way. This might be seen as really high temperatures, but as Futter (2019) points out it is
not unusual that temperatures on the ground can reach 40 degrees in summer in central
Europe or reach below zero in the northern part of Europe during the winter. Higher tem-
peratures a�ect the battery performance instantly, and even permanently if exposed to
them for longer periods (American-Chemical-Society, 2013). Lastly, the charge level does
a�ect the performance of the battery either. Lithium-ion batteries charge to 4.20V/cell
but for every reduction of 0.10V/cell in charge, voltage is believed to double the cycle life
(Battery-University, 2019d). However, with a lower charge voltage, the storing capacity
of the battery is reduced. The optimal charge voltage is believed to be 3.92V/cell in which
all related stresses are eliminated. Reducing it further may not lead to more benefits but
might induce other symptoms.

Batteries will usually last for 300 to 500 cycles with a DOD at 100 percent, as previ-
ously mentioned the number of cycles can be extended by applying a lower DOD. BPEVs
have not been on the market long enough to gather comprehensive data on their expected
life span. To overcome these uncertainties manufacturers are specifying batteries to meet
the needs of energy storage over the typical life of a vehicle. This results in an excessive
capacity being installed (BCG, 2010). For example, if a vehicle requires a 12-kWh battery
it is likely that a 20-kWh battery is installed instead. In this way, after eight to ten years,
it will still have the capacity needed to operate, including degradation. In terms of cycle
stability, it can be assumed that every vehicle sold today should last for at least 1500
cycles (Futter, 2019). The warranty o�ered today by many manufacturers is eight to ten
years even if the battery might function for a much longer time. Laboratory tests have
shown that lithium-ion batteries used in BPEVs can be used up to 20 years before they
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reach their end-of-life (American-Chemical-Society, 2013). It is also possible to reach 10
000 cycles for certain types of batteries in such tests according to Futter and Wallström
(2018). As discussed above, the life span depends mainly on the operating temperature,
state-of-health, and how it is charged, where at least the two first factors can be changed
during the time it is used. To estimate a precise lifetime for lithium-ion batteries is there-
fore a di�cult task, some batteries will probably fail within the first years while others
will function for a long time after the warranty expired.

4.5 Swedish Electric Car Fleet
The Swedish agency Statistic Sweden is responsible for all the o�cial statistics and other
government statistics in Sweden. Among the o�ered statistic is newly registered cars
which can be grouped based on their fuel. Other possible parameters are regions, such
as municipality or country code, and time (in which month they have been registered).
Table 1 shows all newly registered cars for the three categories of BPEVs in Sweden from
2010 until 2018.

Table 1: Newly registered vehicles by category and year

Year EVs HEVs PHEVs
2010 11 3720 0
2011 185 2927 0
2012 264 3042 658
2013 452 5170 1109
2014 1266 7053 3411
2015 2916 8769 5752
2016 2993 13636 10290
2017 4359 18638 15989
2018 7147 21023 21810

As it can be seen in table 1 all the three categories have increased rapidly in recent years.
PHEVs were first introduced in the Swedish car fleet in 2012 but has increased at a high
pace and do as of 2018 constitute the largest of the three categories. What is interesting
to see is that while the amount of newly registered EVs was more or less the same in 2016
as in 2015, the amount of newly registered PHEVs was approximately 79 percent more
than the previous year, for HEVs this number was 55.5 percent. But what is significant
for all three categories is that while they increase every year, none of them has shown
any decrease in new registrations compared with the previous year. Taking into account
that the amount of newly registered vehicles, in general, has decreased some years during
this period, it is rational to assume that these categories will further increase until they
reach a slowdown phase. When this slowdown phase will occur is di�cult to determine.
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Berggren and K̊ageson (2017) anticipate that for the European Union to reach its target
of carbon dioxide emissions by 2050, at least 80 percent of the car fleet has to be partly or
fully electrified by that time. Based on their calculations, BPEVs will have to represent
50 percent of the new car sales by 2030 to reach that goal. As of 2017, BPEVs accounted
for 2.4 percent of the Swedish car fleet and in 2018, 13.67 percent of the new car sales in
Sweden (Statistic Sweden, 2019).

To describe the current state of the Swedish electric car fleet table 2 has been com-
piled. The information on which models have the highest market share in each category
is gathered from Bil Sweden, and the data spans from 2014 until 2019. Other information
is from the individual manufacturers and has mostly been collected from ELIS (2019), but
also directly from the manufacturers when this information was not available in ELIS.

Table 2: Overview of the ten vehicles with the highest market share in each category

EV Range Battery capacity
Rank Market share Model (km) (kWh)

1 23.71 NISSAN LEAF 378 40.0
2 21.12 RENAULT ZOE 210 22.0
3 15.94 TESLA MODEL S 500 85.0
4 7.65 BMW I3 190 18.8
5 6.8 TESLA MODEL X 414 90.0
6 6.56 VW GOLF 190 24.2
7 5.74 HYUNDAI IONIQ 280 28.0
8 2.87 KIA NIRO 485 64.0
9 2.43 KIA SOUL 212 27.0

10 2.21 VW UP! 160 18.7

HEV Range Battery capacity
Rank Market share Model (km) (kWh)

1 25.32 TOYOTA AURIS - 1.31
2 17.2 TOYOTA YARIS - 0.9
3 16.08 TOYOTA RAV 4 - 1.6
4 14.12 TOYOTA C-HR - 1.31
5 12.57 KIA NIRO - 1.56
6 5.05 LEXUS NX300H - 1.3
7 3.06 TOYOTA PRIUS - 1,31/1,0
8 1.94 LEXUS RX - 1.9
9 1.26 LEXUS - 1,1-1,9

10 0.85 LEXUS CT200H - 1.3

continues on the next page
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PHEV Range Battery capacity
Rank Market share Model (km) (kWh)

1 24.48 VW PASSAT 50 9.9
2 13.99 MITSUBISHI OUTLANDER 50 12.0
3 9.57 KIA OPTIMA 43 9.8
4 7.73 KIA NIRO 62 8.9
5 7.43 VOLVO S/V60 50 11.2
6 6.16 VOLVO XC60 45 10.4
7 3.41 VOLVO XC90II 43 9.2
8 3.33 BMW 3-SERIES 35 8.0
9 3.03 VOLVO S/V90N 45 9.2

10 2.82 VW GOLF 50 8.7

As it can be seen in table 2 the di�erence between individual EVs is quite large both in
terms of range and battery capacity. Where the range varies from 160 kilometers at its
lowest up to 500 kilometers for the longest range. In comparison, a Swedish passenger
vehicle has a yearly driving range of approximately 12 100 kilometers on average (Statis-
tic Sweden, 2019). Regarding the battery capacity, these spans from 18.7 kWh up to
90.0 kWh. The HEVs range is not applicable, because these are non-chargeable vehicles
(in the context of external charging). These are solely charged continuously when the
vehicle is driven. It is important to keep in mind, however, fact that Toyota and Lexus
are dominating the list of HEVs. Most of these vehicles are powered by a nickel-metal
hydrate battery and not lithium-ion and do thus not fall within the scope of this study.
Some Prius models are powered by a lithium-ion battery and in these cases, the capacity
of such a battery is one kWh. For the PHEVs, it is a quite large di�erence based on range,
not as large as for the EVs but still a significant di�erence, 35 kilometers as the shortest
up to 62 kilometers as the longest. The majority of the PHEVs do, however, have a range
around 50 kilometers with a battery capacity of around nine kWh.
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5 Analysis
This chapter begins with a preliminary discussion and analysis of the problem. This is
followed by an analysis of the supply chain network and its structure in relation to future
demand. The chapter ends with an analysis regarding facility location, where numerical
results are presented.

5.1 Preliminary Discussion
To visualize how much every individual battery can contribute to the total amount of
generated lithium-ion batteries which are discarded table 3 has been compiled. The table
presents the mean values of the ten vehicles which currently has the highest market share
in each category, in terms of battery capacity and range. To obtain an average weight
of the battery pack for each category an energy density has been assumed to 150 W/kg.
As described in section 4.1 the energy density depends mostly on the battery technology
and is constantly improving. Newer models exceed the assumed value while other, and
older models, do not reach this level of energy density. The assumed value is therefore
expected to give a fair estimate of the battery pack weight for each category.

Table 3: Battery characteristics based on vehicle category

Evs HEVs PHEVs

Battery capacity 41.77 1.4 9.73
Range 301.9 - 47.3

Energy Density 150 150 150
Battery pack weight 278.4 9.32 65

As it can be seen in table 3 an HEV battery pack constitutes approximately 9 kilograms,
while a PHEV and an EV battery pack constitute 65 kilograms and 278 kilograms respec-
tively. This makes the HEV battery pack seven times smaller than the average PHEV
battery pack and 31 times smaller than the average EV battery pack. It has also been
shown in 4.5 that an overwhelming majority of the HEVs are powered by a nickel-metal
hydride and not a lithium-ion battery. Based on the much smaller volumes, and the fact
that a majority of the HEV batteries do not fall within the scope of this study, it has been
concluded that it will not a�ect either the design or the total cost of the future supply
chain. HEVs has therefore been excluded from the continuation of the study.

During this study, it has been made clear that several factors will a�ect how the supply
chain for discarded lithium-ion batteries will be designed and operated. The transporta-
tion of replaced lithium-ion batteries is limited by legislation. Both regarding the total
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allowed amount per transportation unit and how these batteries should be packed and
sealed within that transportation unit. For this study, where the aim is to design an
e�cient supply chain this will have major implications resulting in tremendous costs of
transportation. As the aim is to design an e�cient supply chain, these limitations have
not been taken into account to visualize the optimal supply chain with e�cient trans-
portation solutions.

Furthermore, replaced lithium-ion batteries could be subject to second-use or re-use in
other applications. If batteries are deemed suitable for this, they need to be re-processed
and re-manufactured. Therefore, before replaced lithium-ion batteries enter the recycling
chain it is necessary to test the condition of those battery packs, to determine if they
are suitable for second- or re-use. As pointed out in 4.2 it is not clear how widespread
the re-use of replaced batteries will be in the future. There are several factors, which
in turn will a�ect the demand and accesses to discarded lithium-ion batteries needed to
be recycled at a certain point of time. It has also been established in 4.3 that battery
packs, before being recycled has to be dismantled, either to cell-level or module-level.
This possibly further a�ect the degree of centralization and the number of levels of the
network, as according to Mortiz Fleischmann et al. (2000).

As of today, and in the coming years, volumes are still low. Sales numbers for BPEVs have
increased rapidly in the years where actual sales numbers are available and will generate
large volumes in the future. These numbers are assumed to further increase, but can
on the other hand not be determined with any certainty, and future demand is therefore
uncertain in terms of volume. Given the demand in each municipality, based on actual
sales numbers from 2010 to 2018, do not qualify for any bulk transport, but rather as
special transports. However, if the sales of BPEVs continue to increase at the same pace
it will not take many years before volumes are high enough to motivate bulk transports
with specially designed vehicles and carriages. This factor is something that has been
taken in to account when developing the optimization model for the recovery network,
where multiple modes of transportation are included.

As Jayaraman et al. (2003) argue, it is important to consider the characteristics of the
particular product, customer, and demand characteristics as well as the current network
for the forward flow when designing a reverse network. Moritz Fleischmann et al. (1997)
on the other hand argue that careful evaluation of the actors involved, and which func-
tions that have to be carried out by which actor, have to be done to establish an e�cient
recovery network. Each actor’s responsibilities will a�ect the design of the network. As
the future supply chain for discarded lithium-ion batteries can be characterized as a bulk
recovery network, (which is when the value of the products is fairly low and disposer
market and re-use market are separate). It would be reasonable to say, that to reach an
e�cient supply chain, the network should be based on a branch level co-operation. It
is also important to keep in mind that as of today this is not an established business.
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As described by Hall (2019) there is no defined existing supply chain and situations are
solved on a “case-to-case” basis. During this study, only one actor has been identified as
handling lithium-ion batteries, as this will require a branch level co-operation the most
e�cient supply chain must include the co-operation, between car manufacturers, repair
shops, and recyclers to ensure su�cient volumes.

In terms of costs, the recovery network will include fixed costs for the establishment
of di�erent levels within the network, as well as variable costs for handling and trans-
portation in between these levels. As this would be a network for all of Sweden, the
best would be to treat it as a continuous location-allocation problem. One attribute of
continuous problems is that it should be possible to locate facilities at any point within
the decision space, in this case, Sweden. This, in turn, means that actual road or trans-
portation distance between the points cannot be measured, as pointed out in 3.3.1. In
combination with the number of vehicles being aggregated at municipality level the prob-
lem will be treated as a discrete location-allocation problem, where the potential points
of di�erent levels are considered to be the center of each municipality. Since this study
is conducted from a strategic perspective the potential locations have not been evaluated
based on qualitative factors such as access to labor, raw materials, land, or the availability
of facilities. Based on what’s mentioned above the optimization model could be described
as a discrete location problem that seeks to minimize the total costs of the reverse supply
chain from a strategical perspective.

5.2 Supply Chain Network Design
The objective of reverse logistics is to either reduce, reuse, substitute, or recycle (Jayara-
man et al., 2003). In this case, the objective is primarily to recycle, but the objective of
reuse cannot be ignored due to the opinions that some replaced batteries will be reused
for other purposes in the future. As this study does not consider the forward flow of
batteries in any capacity the objective will not be to substitute. Throughout the litera-
ture, recovery networks have been described as including several groups of activities such
as collection, inspection/separation, re-processing, disposal, and re-distribution. Apart
from the disposal, there is is no exception to this network. However, the need for product
acquisition, as described by Agrawal et al. (2015) and Guide and Wassenhove (2003) is
motivated to determine which batteries need to enter the recovery network. Collection
activities have to be carried out between various acquisition points and transportation of
the battery packs to the inspection sites. Activities performed in inspection sites can best
be described as those activities that are performed at Stena Metall’s facility in Halmstad
today, i.e. condition test, determine if the battery packs are suited for reuse or second use,
dismantling, short-circuited, and prepared for further transportation. It is in this step
that the flows are being separated, one flow is where battery packs suited for second use
are being sent to reprocessing before being re-distributed to customers encapsulated in
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other applications. The other flow is those battery packs that need to be recycled, these
are transported to recycling facilities where raw materials are extracted. Figure 5 gives
a holistic view of how the supply chain should be designed to ensure that all necessary
activities are performed.

Figure 5: Illustration of the supply chain

As re-processing in form of re-manufacturing is not an established business in Sweden
today and due to the scope of this study, only the part marked in grey of the network
will be considered in the continuation of this study. Instead, the demand of the assumed
proportion of battery packs that are suited for second use will be postponed for 10 years.
This is described more thoroughly in section 5.3. To visualize the structure of the pro-
posed network figure 6 has been composed.

Figure 6: Illustration of the structure for the supply chain
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The demand zones are situated where the vehicles are assumed to be used or have their
base: as the demand is being aggregated on the level of municipality so does the di�er-
ent demand zones. This further means that the network will include 290 demand zones.
Acquisition points are assumed equally distributed over the area of each demand zone.
The number of those points varies from zone to zone but is equal to the number of car
workshops in each specific municipality. The number of workshops in each municipality
and the corresponding area have been obtained from Statistics Sweden. The second level
represents the di�erent inspection sites. As this is treated as a discrete location problem,
one of the objectives of the optimization model is to decide which locations minimize the
total cost. Potential locations for inspection sites are the center of each municipality, as
this is the lowest geographical hierarchy. This results in that the number of potential
inspection sites spans from 1 to 290, based on which number that gives the lowest total
cost and ensures all capacity constraints. Since large quantities of processed batteries may
be gathered at the inspection sites, the possibility of consolidating these transports to the
recycling facilities through inter-modal terminals has been added. Through Trafikverket,
the Swedish transport administration, the location of 35 inter-modal terminals was re-
trieved, the selection was based on which terminals that had railway connection. The last
level of the network is the recycling facilities. For these, the same assumptions apply as
for the inspection sites, i.e. potential locations are the center of each municipality, the
number of and locations are a part of the optimization model.

5.3 Future Demand
As mentioned previously the amount of accessible discarded lithium-ion batteries in the
future is unsure. Many have tried to estimate this amount through di�erent perspectives
such as what the sales of BPEVs should be for the European Union to reach their carbon
dioxide emissions objective. Others have assumed a fairly similar size of the total vehicle
fleet and increased the fraction of BPEVs at a certain pace. The di�culty in estimating
the demand for this study is derived from mainly two unsure parameters: the number of
newly registered EVs and PHEVs, and their expected lifespan. The first, newly registered
EVs and PHEVs, is over time a�ected by several aspects, such as how the price of other
fuels develop over time, infrastructure and how it evolves, the access to charging points,
and technical specifications of the vehicles such as range, opportunity cost, and legislative
incentives. Because of the uncertain future volumes, actual sales data has been used for
the years between 2010 to 2018. To forecast the sales of new EVs and PHEVs from 2019
to 2030 the market shares for EVs and PHEVs have been collected from ELIS V2.0.3 and
used as a “base-case”. From this “base-case” both an optimistic and a pessimistic scenario
has been computed. In the optimistic case, the market shares develop at a 20 percent
higher pace, while in the pessimistic case these develop 20 percent slower. To estimate
the number of sold BPEVs in each year the respective market share has been multiplied
with 366 000, which is the average of the last five years. Figure 7 shows the number of
actual sales until 2018 and the developed forecast from 2019 until 2030.
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Figure 7: Assumed number of BPEVs (EVs and PHEVs only) sold in Sweden each year

Based on the weight of each type of battery, which has been estimated previously, figure
8 represent an estimation of what these sales numbers can contribute in terms of demand
each year.

Figure 8: Estimated weight of batteries put on the Swedish market

As it has been shown previously, the lifespan of lithium-ion batteries can be measured
in either the number of cycles or in overall age. To determine when the battery has lost
20 percent or more of its original capacity is however not an easy task. This depends on
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multiple factors which in turn can change over the time that the vehicle is being used.
In terms of overall age, batteries in controlled environments can be functional for up to
20 years (American-Chemical-Society, 2013). On the other hand, the average lifetime for
Swedish personal vehicles is 17 years and most manufacturers o�er a warranty of around
10 years for EV and PHEV batteries. The technological development contributes to more
e�cient batteries and better battery management systems which in turn is considered to
prolong the life span of chargeable electric vehicle batteries in the future.

Concerning cycle stability, i.e. the number of cycles, it could be expected that each
battery will last for at least 1500 cycles according to Futter (2019). The cycle stability is,
however, also a�ected by the battery management system and how its parameters are set.
Even in this case results from testing in controlled environments result in higher cycle
stability, up to 10 000 cycles (Futter, 2019). An estimation can be done on the expected
life span of batteries based on the mean range and the average yearly Swedish driving
range. If it is assumed that one charge equals one cycle, the average yearly Swedish driv-
ing range can be divided by the mean range of the vehicles to obtain an approximation on
the number of charges and thereby the number of spent cycles per year. However, while
this might be a fair representation for EVs, it is not representative for PHEVs. When the
storage capacity of PHEVs is consumed, they are solely powered by the ICE. It cannot,
therefore, be assumed that the range divided by the Swedish yearly average driving range
represents the number of spent cycles.

Based on the di�culties to estimate the life span of the batteries in vehicles, it is assumed
that each battery will be functional within the vehicle for 15 years. This is motivated
by that a majority of the batteries will exceed the warranty given by the manufacturers,
at the same time batteries could function for up to 20 years and the average lifetime of
a Swedish personal vehicle is 17 years. As technological development is contributing to
prolonging the expected life span of lithium-ion batteries, 15 years is considered to be a
reasonable benchmark for batteries used in EVs and PHEVs. Eventually, there is one more
factor a�ecting the generated demand of replaced lithium-ion batteries that have to be
recycled: the proportion of batteries reused in other applications. At the same time, there
is a di�erence of opinion about to what extent these will be reused. As shown previously
Hans Erik Melin anticipates that as much as 75 percent of EV and PHEV batteries can
be reused in any capacity, while Futter (2019) is skeptical to any full-scale commercialized
reuse market. This is not a question of technical possibilities but rather legal issues and
responsibilities for the batteries. To deal with the uncertainty the proportion of reused
batteries, di�erent scenarios have been applied to the parameter. The first scenario is if
no reuse takes place, the second scenario is if 30 percent will be reused, and the third
scenario is if 60 percent will be reused. Figures 9 to 11 show the expected demand from
2025 until 2045 in Sweden, based on these three scenarios.
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Figure 9: Estimated demand if no reuse takes place

Figure 10: Estimated demand if 30 percent of the batteries are reused
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Figure 11: Estimated demand if 60 percent of the batteries are reused

5.4 Facility Location
As previously mentioned, the optimization model is used for strategic purposes i.e. to
decide in which municipalities di�erent facilities, inspection sites, or recycling facilities
should be located. Furthermore, the formulation of the problem consists of the following
cost elements

• Collection costs, i.e. the cost of collecting discarded batteries at car workshops and
transporting them to the inspection sites.

• Transportation costs, from inspection sites to recycling facilities or through inter-
modal terminals.

• Handling costs at intermodal terminals, and

• The cost of capital for establishing various facilities.

The costs of the collection have been calculated using the same method described by
Samuelsson (2016) for the estimation of distribution costs. However, some modifications
have been done, such as the delivery frequency to each demand zone. This has been
selected to the highest number of either four or when each workshop in the particular
demand zone has reached one ton in demand. The total annual number of stops in a
demand zone each year is then calculated by multiplying the corresponding delivery fre-
quency with the number of car workshops in each demand zone. To ensure that no cost of
collection is negative, the cost of collection parameter has been assigned a high number,
exceeding any of the calculated, in those cases where the maximum number of stops on a
route concerning time is negative. Lastly, if there is no demand in any demand zone for
a specific year the cost of collection is consequently set to zero for that specific year, and
demand zone.
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These calculations have been carried out for each year and each scenario described ear-
lier. The value of global parameters used is described in table 4. The actual road distance
between all municipalities have been calculated using the Openroute Services API in
Python 3.7.2, these are used both to calculate the cost of collection as well as the cost of
transportation.

Table 4: Global parameters used for estimating collection cost

Big Truck Small Truck Super Small Truck

Load capacity (Kg) 38000 18000 333
Average speed within a demandzone (km/h) 25 25 30

Average speed fom facility to demand zone (km/h) 65 75 85
Estimated stop time for each point (minutes) 12 12 12

Total allowed time on a route (hours) 10 10 10
Cost per hour (SEK) 1100 800 500
Cost per Km (SEK) 20 16 12.5

Cost per Kg and Km (linear cost, SEK) 0.00105 0.00169 0.0648

The intention was that each municipality should be a potential location for both inspec-
tion sites and recycling facilities. However, to shorten the execution time of the model,
potential locations for inspection sites and recycling facilities were aggregated to the level
of region. Instead of having to solve a problem including 580 binary variables the problem
now only includes 42 binary variables. The position of these binary variables was set to
the residential city in each region.

The model can be described as a discrete multi-period problem without considering any
inventory. The periods are representing various years and as demands are aggregated to
these periods, this further means that the demand for each demand zone and in each
period must be ensured.

5.4.1 Optimization Model

To fully describe the model mathematically the following notation will be used.

Indices

i = {1, ..., I} Set of demand zones
p = {2010, ..., P} Set of time periods, years
j = {1, ..., J(p)} Set of potential inspection sites
r = {1, ..., R(p)} Set of potential recycling facilities
k = {1, ..., K} Set of transportation modes
t = {1, ..., T} Set of available inter-modal terminals
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Parameters

dip Demand in kilograms per demand zone i and year p

c1
jikp Collection cost from demand zone i to inspection site j with transportation

mode k in year p

c2
k Transportation cost per kilogram and kilometer using transportation mode

k

c3
jip Minimum cost of collection from demand zone i to inspection site j in year p

A1
jt Distance in kilometer between inspection site j and inter-modal terminal t

A2
jr Distance in kilometer between inspection site j and recycling facility r

A3
tr Distance in kilometers between inter-modal terminal t and recycling facility

r

ht Handling cost per kilogram at inter-modal terminal t

k1
j Yearly production capacity in kilograms for inspection site j

k2
r Yearly production capacity in kilograms for recycling facility r

F 1
j Fixed cost for establishing inspection site j

F 2
r Fixed cost for establishing recycling facility r

DPR Years of depreciation
IR Internal rate
Imax Maximum number of inspection sites allowed
Rmax Maximum number of recycling facilities allowed

Decision variables

Xji Proportion of the demand for demand zone i in which is met by inspection
site j

Yjtk Kilograms transported from inspection site j to inter-modal terminal t using
transportation mode k

Ztrk Kilograms transported from inter-modal terminal t to recycling facility r

using transportation mode k

Sjrk Kilograms transported from inspection site j directly to recycling facility r

using transportation mode k

Pj =

Y
]

[
1, if inspection site j is being used
0, otherwise

Qr =

Y
]

[
1, if recycling facility r is being used
0, otherwise

5.4.1.1 Objective function

To remove further variables and shorten the execution time of the model the parameter
C3

jip has been used, which is the minimum cost of collection for the di�erent transport
modes. All transport modes are calculated, but only the transport mode which represents
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the least cost will be used in the optimization. If one wishes to use a specific mode
of transport, or include all modes, this is still possible. By multiplying each of these
parameters with the fraction of the demand in each demand zone i ensured by inspection
site j, Xji the total cost of collection for the network is obtained, resulting in the following
term of the objective function ÿ

j

ÿ

i

C3
jip ú Xji (26)

The transportation cost from inspection sites to recycling facilities, or from inspection
sites to recycling facilities through inter-modal terminals is dependent on the amount
in kilograms sent between the nodes and the distance in kilometers. Depending on the
mode of transport the cost per kilometer is a�ected. These costs are assumed to be a
linear function of the weight and distance, resulting in the contribution of the following
term to the objective function for the transportation cost from inspection sites directly
to recycling facilities ÿ

t

ÿ

r

ÿ

k

Ztrk ú A3
tr ú c2

k. (27)

In those cases where the batteries are sent through a inter-modal terminal, a handling
cost per kilogram is added to the term leding to the following contribution to the objective
function ÿ

j

ÿ

t

ÿ

k

Yjtk ú (A1
jt ú c2

k + ht) +
ÿ

j

ÿ

r

ÿ

k

Sjrk ú A2
jr ú c2

k (28)

The last type of costs that should be covered by the objective function is the costs of
capital. These have been assumed to be represented by two factors: a yearly depreciation
cost, and the internal rate for the total investment. If any type of facility is used, the
corresponding binary variable, either Pj or Qr, is multiplied with these factors resulting
in the following terms respectively

ÿ

j

Pj ú (
F 1

j

DPR
+ F 1

j ú IR1
j ) (29)

and
ÿ

r

Qr ú ( F 2
r

DPR
+ F 2

r ú IR2
r) (30)

The objective function for all periods can now be formulated as:

Min W (p) =
ÿ

j

ÿ

i

C3
jip ú Xji +

ÿ

j

ÿ

t

ÿ

k

Yjtk ú (A1
jt ú c2

k + ht)

+
ÿ

t

ÿ

r

ÿ

k

Ztrk ú A3
tr ú c2

k +
ÿ

j

ÿ

r

ÿ

k

Sjrk ú A2
jr ú c2

k

+
ÿ

j

Pj ú (
F 1

j

DPR
+ F 1

j ú IR1
j ) +

ÿ

r

Qr ú ( F 2
r

DPR
+ F 2

r ú IR2
r) ’p (31)
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5.4.1.2 Constraints

All demand in each demand zone must be ensured in full
ÿ

j

Xji = 1 ’i (32)

For each inspection site, there needs to be a balance between incoming batteries and out-
flowing materials. All incoming batteries must either be transported directly to recycling
facilities after treatment or to recycling facilities through inter-modal terminals. The first
term represents the flow of incoming batteries, as this is composed by the fraction of the
demand in all demand zones supplied by the particular inspection site, multiplied with the
actual demand of the corresponding region. As this network only handles the lithium-ion
batteries and the materials recovered from those, the in-flowing amount has been multi-
plied with 0.5 to represent the proportion of the materials of the battery packs where there
is already defined flows, such as plastics. The left-hand side of equation 33 represents the
sum of kilograms sent from each inspection site to all recycling facilities or inter-modal
terminals. Equation 34 ensures that the number of kilograms sent to each inter-modal
terminal from all inspection sites is the same as that sent from each inter-modal terminal
to all recycling facilities.

ÿ

i

Xji ú dip ú 0.5 =
ÿ

t

ÿ

k

Yjtk +
ÿ

r

ÿ

k

Sjrk ’j (33)

ÿ

j

ÿ

k

Yjtk =
ÿ

r

ÿ

k

Ztrk ’t (34)

Furthermore, the in flow of battery packs or processed battery packs at any facility must
be less or equal to the capacity at each facility. Equation 35 ensures that the capacity at
each inspection site is not exceeded while equation 36 ensures the same for each recycling
facility. ÿ

i

Xji ú dip Æ K1
j ’j (35)

ÿ

t

ÿ

k

Ztrk +
ÿ

j

ÿ

k

Sjrk Æ k2
r ’r (36)

To ensure structural constraints equations 37-39 have been added. Equation 37 ensures
that if a link exist between an inspection site and a recycling facility, that particular
recycling facility must be open. Equation 38 ensures the same thing, but in those cases
that a link exists between a inter-modal terminal and a recycling facility. Equation 39
ensures that each inspection site is opened if a link to it exists.

ÿ

j

ÿ

k

Sjrk Æ k2
r ú Qr ’r (37)

ÿ

t

ÿ

k

Ztrk Æ k2
r ú Qr ’r (38)

Xji Æ Pj ’i, j (39)
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Lastly, two constraints has been added: equation 40 and 41 in those cases when it would
be desirable to restrict the number of allowed inspection sites or recycling facilities.

ÿ

j

Pj Æ Imax (40)

ÿ

r

Qr Æ Rmax (41)

5.4.1.3 MIP formulation

Finally, the MIP-model can be summarized as:

Min W (p) =
ÿ

j

ÿ

i

C3
jip ú Xji +

ÿ

j

ÿ

t

ÿ

k

Yjtk ú (A1
jt ú c2

k + ht)

+
ÿ

t

ÿ

r

ÿ

k

Ztrk ú A3
tr ú c2

k +
ÿ

j

ÿ

r

ÿ

k

Sjrk ú A2
jr ú c2

k

+
ÿ

j

Pj ú (
F 1

j

DPR
+ F 1

j ú IR1
j ) +

ÿ

r

Qr ú ( F 2
r

DPR
+ F 2

r ú IR2
r) ’p (42)

Subject to: ÿ

j

Xji = 1 ’i (43)

ÿ

i

Xji ú dip ú 0.5 =
ÿ

t

ÿ

k

Yjtk +
ÿ

r

ÿ

k

Sjrk ’j (44)

ÿ

j

ÿ

k

Yjtk =
ÿ

r

ÿ

k

Ztrk ’t (45)

ÿ

i

Xji ú dip Æ K1
j ’j (46)

ÿ

t

ÿ

k

Ztrk +
ÿ

j

ÿ

k

Sjrk Æ k2
r ’r (47)

ÿ

j

ÿ

k

Sjrk Æ k2
r ú Qr ’r (48)

ÿ

t

ÿ

k

Ztrk Æ k2
r ú Qr ’r (49)

Xji Æ Pj ’i, j (50)
ÿ

j

Pj Æ Imax (51)

ÿ

r

Qr Æ Rmax (52)

The sets J(p) and R(p) are a�ected by the solution of the objective function for the
previous period, i.e. W (p ≠ 1). To answer both the questions of how the supply chain
should be designed as well as how it should be developed, the model should be executed
starting with the last period of the time frame. To exemplify, assume that the final year is
2045. In the first execution all possible locations are available, the solution of which will
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tell the number of facilities needed to satisfy the highest demand, as well as their location,
since 2045 constitutes the highest demand. These locations, Pj and Qr which are opened
in 2045 are the only locations that are allowed to be opened in 2044 if necessary. This
can further be described mathematically as follows:

j œ J (2045) = {1, 2, ..., 21}
j œ J (2044) = J (2045) \ {j | Pj (2045) = 0}

and,

r œ R (2045) = {1, 2, ..., 21}
r œ R (2044) = R (2045) \ {r | Qr (2045) = 0}.

5.4.1.4 Numerical Results

To test and obtain a credible result of the model, the data used is as far as possible
retrieved from Statistic Sweden. For those parameters were valid data not could be
provided by Statistic Sweden these were provided by businesses operating within that
specific field. Table 5 summarizes the used data set, while table 6 shows the value of
parameters that have not been calculated or extracted from open sources described earlier.

Table 5: Summary of data sets

Number of demand zones 290
Number of time periods 20
Number of potential Inspection sites 21
Number of potential Recycling facilities 21
Number of available transportation modes 3
Number of available inter-modal terminals 35

Table 6: Parameters used

Parameter Description Value

ht Handling cost per kilogram at inter-modal terminal t 0.5 SEK
k1

j Yearly production capacity in kilograms for inspection site j 7 500 tons
k2

r Yearly production capacity in kilograms for recycling facility r 5 000 tons
F 1

j Fixed cost for establishing inspection site j 50 millions SEK
F 2

r Fixed cost for establishing recycling facility r 2.5 billions SEK
DPR Years of depreciation 30
IR Internal rate 5%

As the final year, 2045, constitute the highest demand, it is interesting to see how many of
the two di�erent facilities are needed to satisfy that demand. In addition to their location
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and how the supply chain should be developed, it is also desirable to obtain the cost of
maintaining the supply chain that particular year. Table 7 shows the number of facilities
and the cost of maintaining the supply chain for each scenario of the sales progress and
the proportion of batteries being reused in 2045.

Table 7: Summary of results and scenarios

Yearly Cost Number of Number of
(billion SEK) Inspection Sites Recycling Facilities

No re-use
S1: Optimistic demand 2.30 16 10
S2: Base demand 2.29 16 10
S3: Pessimistic demand 2.07 15 9

30 percent re-use
S4: Optimistic demand 1.84 13 8
S5: Base demand 1.62 12 7
S6: Pessimistic demand 1.61 12 7

60 percent re-use
S7: Optimistic demand 1.17 10 5
S8: Base demand 0.968 10 4
S9: Pessimistic demand 0.964 10 4

Table 7 shows that the cost of maintaining the supply chain is more than twice as large
in the scenario which generates the highest volume of discarded lithium-ion batteries, S1,
compared to the scenario that generates the lowest volume of discarded batteries, S9.
This as S1 requires more inspection sites and more than twice as many recycling facilities.
However, the progression of the sales does not have the same e�ect on the cost, or the level
of centralization and number of facilities of the network, as the factor of the proportion of
batteries being re-used before recycled. Figure 12 is composed to visualize the locations
of the inspection sites and recycling facilities. In the figure, the location of the facilities
has been plotted on a map projection of Sweden for the year 2045 and scenarios S1 and
S9 while table 8 describe how the number of facilities should be developed for the time
frame in ascending order starting from the year 2045 and scenarios S1 and S9.
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Figure 12: Locations of facilities for scenario 1 (left) and scenario 9 (right)

In figure 12 those locations where both inspection sites and recycling facilities should be
located are marked in red while those locations where only inspection sites should be
located are marked in black. As can be seen, the locations in which recycling facilities
are placed in S9 are also present in S1, the location of the inspection sites may however
di�er and locations which are only inspection sites in S9 may also be recycling facilities
in S1. It is important to keep in mind the assumption that demand is distributed over
the demand zones in the same way regardless of the scenario. What di�ers between the
scenarios is the aggregated demand which in turn is a�ected by the ratio between EVs and
PHEVs. In the optimistic scenarios, the market shares of PHEVs decrease at a higher
pace when price parity is reached, while in the pessimistic cases the market shares of
PHEVs decreases at a slower pace. As can be seen, this factor a�ects both the number of
inspection sites and recycling facilities as well as their locations. Table 8 describes how
these two scenarios are developed and in which pace, year for year starting from 2045 in
descending order.
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Table 8: Facility development during the time frame

Scenario 1 Scenario 9

Number of Number of Demand Number of Number of Demand
Year I.F R.F in tons I.F R.F in tons
2045 16 10 97356 10 4 35855
2044 16 10 94995 10 4 33147
2043 16 10 92634 10 3 29910
2042 15 10 90273 9 3 26151
2041 15 9 84765 9 3 21852
2040 14 8 76062 8 2 17267
2039 13 7 64022 7 2 12545
2038 11 5 48127 7 1 9308
2037 10 4 31018 7 1 6726
2036 9 2 19807 7 1 4719
2035 8 2 11766 6 1 3248
2034 7 1 6824 5 1 2249
2033 5 1 3418 5 1 1367
2032 5 1 2259 4 1 903
2031 5 1 1506 4 1 602
2030 4 1 1189 4 1 475
2029 4 1 575 3 1 230
2028 4 1 198 3 1 79
2027 4 1 116 3 1 46
2026 4 1 51 3 1 20
2025 2 1 3 2 1 1

An additional factor to keep in mind is that between the years 2025 and 2034 the demand
for S1 is represented by actual sales figures regarding EVs and PHEVs. Since scenarios S2
and S3 are not a�ected by any re-use, the same applies to them. For the other scenarios,
demand is represented by the actual sales number multiplied with the fraction anticipated
to be re-used. It is first in the year 2035 that demand is first a�ected by the forecast and
thus diverges further.

Since the initial capacity for each recycling facility was set to 5 000 tons per year the
number of recycling facilities needed to ensure that all demand was 10. To see how the
model responded to a change of recycling capacities two additional tests were performed
on scenario 1. The first when capacity was increased to 10 000 tons per year and second
when capacity was increased to 15 000 tons per year for each recycling facility and year.
None of the other parameters were changed. The results is presented in figure 13 and
table 9.
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Figure 13: Locations with increased recycling capacity, 10 000 tons (left) and 15 000 tons
(right) per year and facility

Table 9: Results in year 2045 when recycling capacity is increased

Recycling capacity in tons
5 000 10 000 15 000

Number of recycling facilities 10 5 4
Number of inspection sites 16 16 16

Total cost in year 2045 (billion SEK) 2.30 1.26 1.054
Collection cost (billion SEK) 0.148 0.148 0.148

Transportation cost (million SEK) 2.93 5.30 5.65
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6 Conclusions
In this chapter, the conclusions to the research questions are answered one by one.

6.1 Research Question 1
The purpose of the first research question was to establish if there was any pre-existing
supply chain or processes for the handling of discarded lithium-ion batteries in Sweden,
which needed to be considered. Through the study, only one actor has been identified who
handles such batteries to prepare them for recycling or re-use. However, no recycling takes
place in Sweden today and to the author’s knowledge neither does any remanufacturing.
Even if there are some processes in place one cannot conclude that there is a defined
supply chain for lithium-ion batteries that have reached their end-of-life. From chapter 4
it is clear that there is no branch level cooperation between manufacturers. The ownership
of the battery is determined di�erently between individual manufacturers, and while some
manufacturers are pursuing a second life for the batteries others have already concluded
that the batteries have to be recycled without any second life phase. As there is no well-
defined reverse supply chain, the handling of discarded lithium-ion batteries is handled
on a case to case basis where treatment and further processing is heavily dependent on
the intentions of the owner of the battery.

6.2 Research Question 2
The predictions on how the sales of EVs and PHEVs will develop by 2030 vary greatly
and are a�ected by several uncertain and hard to predict factors. There is, however,
a wide consensus that the market shares of these two types of vehicles will continue to
grow substantially as manufacturers continue to increase the number of EV and PHEV
models. The factor which is assumed to a�ect the number of sales the most is the price
parity compared to other fuels. This factor is in turn not only driven by technological
developments but also regulatory incentives. Globally several countries have set a date for
when vehicles powered by fossil fuels are not allowed, but Sweden has chosen a di�erent
path with the bonus-malus legislation. In terms of volumes generated in the future which
will need to be recycled is further, in addition to how the sales will progress, also be
a�ected by the proportion of batteries being re-used before recycled. As it can be con-
cluded in the study, the question regarding a second life for vehicle batteries is not about
technological possibilities but rather legal issues. Based on the assumptions made in this
study, scenario S1, where no reuse will take place and the sales figures will develop in the
highest anticipated pace, the amount of lithium-ion batteries put on the Swedish market
could equal to 97 356 tons in 2030, resulting in the same recycling demand in 2045. If,
however, the sales figures will develop in the lowest anticipated pace and the proportion
being re-used will be the highest, as in scenario S9, the number of batteries put on the
Swedish market could equal to 84 765 tons in 2030, resulting in a recycling demand of 35
855 tons in 2045. The quantities generated which need to be recycled based on predicted
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sales figures for 2030 is therefore between 97 356 and 35 855 tons. Accumulated for the
time frame and these two scenarios are 726 974 tons for S1 and 206 711 tons for S9.

6.3 Research Question 3
During this study it has become clear that several aspects will a�ect the reverse supply
chain for discarded lithium-ion batteries in Sweden. Some of these factors can be seen as
restrictions, where the most contractive is the current legislation regarding the transport
of damaged and discarded lithium-ion batteries. Furthermore, before being recycled bat-
teries need to be dismantled to enable the recycling process. In the model developed in
this study it has been assumed that that process not necessarily needs to be performed at
the recycling facilities, but will however a�ect the level of centralization of the network.
This is also processes which requires large capital investments, and if products with com-
plex assembly structures are tested at an early stage it could save transportation cost, if
deemed useless (Moritz Fleischmann et al., 1997). In this case, it could determine whether
the battery is suited for re-use or not. To enable an early testing, inspection sites and
recycling facilities should be possible to locate at separate locations, which a�ects both
the level of centralization and the number of levels.

Demand, and how the demand is distributed over a geographical area, will have large
impact on the supply chain. This is directly a�ected by the sales as well as the proportion
of which is re-used. How the demand is distributed will a�ect the location of various
facilities, such as inspection sites and recycling facilities, while the aggregated demand, in
combination with the capacity at each facility, will a�ect the number of facilities. How-
ever, it is not only how the demand is distributed that will a�ect the number of facilities
but also their capacity has an impact, which was demonstrated in the numerical results.
As the demand and the capacity of the facilities a�ect the number and the location of
the facilities, the three factors demand, number of various facilities, and their location
a�ects the total cost of the supply chain. The number of facilities will a�ect the fixed
cost for establishing and operating the facilities, while the demand in combination with
their location will a�ect both the cost of collection as well as the cost of transportation
between di�erent facilities.
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7 Discussion
In the final chapter, a discussion regarding the study is given. This discussion includes
the limitations of the study and how di�erent factors have a�ected these limitations. The
discussion also includes the main contributions of the study. Lastly, recommendations
regarding extensions of the study are presented.

The purpose of this study was to develop verified tools and to provide necessary input
which could be of use at a later stage of the research project “Resource e�cient recycling
routes for discarded lithium-ion batteries”. As the research project aims to develop a
concept for an e�cient recycling process of di�erent materials from such batteries. The
developed tools and provided input will be of use for the analysis of the needs and restric-
tions for a potential reverse supply chain for discarded lithium-ion batteries and assist in
the process of answering the question of how such a supply chain should be designed.

During this study, no consideration to other reverse flows or established recycling fa-
cilities for other purposes has been taken into account. It is possible that current flows
of plastics, metals, or other materials could have generated economies of scale or other
synergies if they had been included. The same applies to already established recycling
facilities currently used for other purposes. In such facilities it is reasonable to think
that there is competence which could be of use, as well as the cost to convert, or partly
convert, a facility to also be able to handle lithium-ion batteries is less than to establish
a new facility. Furthermore, no qualitative or quantitative factors, which could a�ect the
possible locations of any facilities, have been considered. These factors could be access to
land for the establishment, labor, or transport infrastructure and the exclusion of these
factors is motivated by the fact that the developed model is strategic rather than tactical.

The developed model is based on several assumptions which each limit it to some ex-
tent. For example, the demand is estimated based on the assumption that the market
shares, for EVs and PHEVs, will further increase and when price parity is reached the
market shares for EVs will continue to increase at a higher pace while the market shares
for PHEVs will decrease. Also, it is assumed that the two types of fuels cannot exceed
a combined market share of 95 percent. This is motivated by that at that time EVs will
constitute the cheapest fuel and that there will be no need for multiple powertrains. The
remaining five percent is reserved for those vehicles where electricity is not a possibility
as a fuel, either due to reasons of infrastructure or traction force, since it is not likely
that EVs will compose an equivalent energy density as vehicles powered by a combustion
engine. However, the maximum combined market share of EVs and PHEVs might as
well be 90, 80, 70 or 60 percent, the assumed yearly total amount of sales may also be
higher or lower than assumed as these are a�ected by several factors. As technological
developments continue, a new battery technology more e�cient than lithium-ion might be
introduced, resulting in a rapid decrease of lithium-ion batteries on the market. Another
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assumption made is that the vehicles which are estimated to be sold in Sweden will be
used in the same geographical area until they reach their end-of-life, which does not have
to be the case.

As a way of dealing with uncertainty, di�erent scenarios can be applied. Usually, each
parameter to a scenario has a given value and a probability of occurrence. In this study,
it has not been possible to determine such a probability, which means that the likelihood
of each scenario cannot be evaluated. in each scenario, the demand has been distributed
in the same way. This means that the fraction of EVs and PHEVs in each demand zone
is fixed to the fraction in February 2019. Even if this is not a precise representation
of the demand in each demand zone, it is not likely that any drastic changes, resulting
in a misleading representation of the demand in each zone will occur during the timeframe.

Data has, when possible, been retrieved from o�cial governmental agencies. And in-
stead of the linearized distance between facilities, Openroute Services has been used to
retrieve actual road distance. Openroute Services is based on Open Street Map, which
is open data and free to use. These distances are, however, not applicable to transport
batteries by train. The reason for this is twofold: rail distance is not the same as the
actual road distance, and transportation by train is not possible between all the di�erent
demand zones, due to the current infrastructure. An alternative could be to use a linear
distance between the points, to get an indication of the cases where this mode of transport
would be beneficial. This does not solve the issue that there is not always a possibility to
transport by train between all demand zones, or that such transportation would require
manual alterations for each demand zone to make it possible. Furthermore, such an ap-
proach would assume that the cost of transporting goods by railway is linear based on
weight and distance, which is not a fair representation. Based on previous arguments it
has been decided that train as a mode of transport is excluded from the model, as it was
considered to reduce the reliability of the result, rather than increase it.

This study contributes first and foremost with necessary input to the research project,
and developed tools that will assist in the process of designing a reverse supply chain for
discarded lithium-ion batteries in Sweden. The developed model can become more specific
with small changes and can, therefore, be suited for more tactical decisions. It can also
serve as a strategic model for other purposes where parameters are unsure. The approach
of calculating the fixed cost for establishing facilities, as a sum of a yearly depreciation
cost and an internal rate of the initial investment has not been noticed in any previous
research by the author. However, this allows for facility location problems to incorporate
multiple periods and optimize the location of facilities based on the period with the high-
est demand, or when it has reached a steady state. The approach can further be used in
any location or allocation problems which have the characteristics of fluctuating demand
from period to period, or when the demand is assumed to slowly progress until it has
reached a steady state.
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7.1 Future Studies
As this study is limited to Sweden and only accounts for batteries derived from personal
vehicles, the predicted volumes might not be reflecting the total volumes of discarded
lithium-ion batteries needed to be recycled in Sweden during this time frame. Future re-
search should, therefore, investigate which volumes could be generated from other sources,
where the battery is not easily handled or transported, such as buses, trucks, boats, fork-
lifts, or other working tools. The investigation should also cover how these volumes will
a�ect the supply chain if they were to be included. It is therefore important to further
determine the exact weight and distribution of the batteries put on the market.

The study concludes that the capacity at di�erent facilities a�ects how the supply chain
should be designed. Future studies would benefit from trying to estimate what the most
cost-e�ective capacity for an inspection site and recycling facility would be. Based on
such results, it might also be possible to determine an appropriate area of collection.

Lastly, the ambition initially was to include more types of transportation modes such
as train. Due to the reasons described above, it was reconsidered. It would, however, be
valuable for future studies to examine how other transport modes could be included such
as train or maritime transportation, and to study how that would a�ect the structure or
design of the supply chain.
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Appendix

Python script: MIP-Model
#!/usr/bin/env python3
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
"""
Created on Sat Apr 13 16:16:34 2019

@author: Marduch
"""

import xlrd
import xlwt
import itertools
from gurobipy import*
import csv,codecs

print (�Initiation optimization...�)

scenarioDemand =input(�What do you think of demand? Type p for "Pesimistic", O for "optimistic", and B for "Base" �)

scenarioReuse =input(�How much do you think will be re-used before recycled,0%, 30% or 60%?�)

#Sets and indecies
demandzones=[] #i
inspctS =[] # j
transportmode = [] # k
years = [] #p
recfacility = [] #r
terminals = [] #t

#Parameters

d={} # demand for demandzone i and year p
c1={} # [j,i,k,p] Cost of collection from inspectionsite j in demandzone i and back to j

#using truck type k and in year p
c2={} # Transportation cost per kg and km using transportation mode k

A1 ={} # Distance in km between inspection site j and terminal t
A2={} # Distance in km between inspection site j and recycling facility r
A3={} # Distance in Km between terminal t and recycling facility r

h={} #Handling cost per kg at terminal t
k1={} # yearly production capacity in kilograms for inspection site j
k2={} #Yearly production capacity at recycling facility r

F1={} #Fixed cost for establishing inspection site j
F2={} # Fixed cost for establishing recycling facility r

Imax=290 # Maximum allowed number of inspection sites
Rmax=290 # Maximum allowed number of recycling facilities

#Decision variables

X={} # Proportion of the demand for demand zone i in which is collected by inspection site
#j using transportation mode k and in year p

Y={} # Kg transported from inspection site j to terminal t using transport mode k in year p
Z={} # Kg transported from terminal t to recycling facility r using transportation mode k in year p
S={} # KG transported from inspection site j to recycling facility r using transportation k in year p

P={} # 1, if inspection site j is used. 0 otherwise
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Q={} # 1, if recycling facility r is used. 0 otherwise

print(�Reading input data�)

with xlrd.open_workbook("masterData.xlsx") as book:
sh = book.sheet_by_name("General")
i=1
while True:

try:
t1 = sh.cell_value(i,1)
demandzones.append(t1)

i=i+1
except IndexError:

print(�General info read�)
break

sh = book.sheet_by_name("InsAndRec")
i=1
while True:

try:
t1 = sh.cell_value(i,1)
InsCap=sh.cell_value(i,7)
RecCap=sh.cell_value(i,8)
costIns=sh.cell_value(i,9)
costRec=sh.cell_value(i,10)

inspctS.append(t1)
recfacility.append(t1)
k1[t1]=InsCap
k2[t1]=RecCap
F1[t1]=costIns
F2[t1]=costRec
i=i+1

except IndexError:
print(�General info read�)
break

sh = book.sheet_by_name("transportLin")
i=1
while True:

try:
typ=sh.cell_value(i,0)
typCost=sh.cell_value(i,1)
transportmode.append(typ)
c2[typ]=typCost
i=i+1

except IndexError:
print(�Transport info done�)
break

sh = book.sheet_by_name("DistToTerm")
i=1
while True:

try:
InsRec=sh.cell_value(i,0)
term=sh.cell_value(i,1)
dist=sh.cell_value(i,2)

A1[InsRec,term]=dist
A3[term,InsRec]=dist

i=i+1
except IndexError:
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print(�Distances done�)
break

sh = book.sheet_by_name("Terminals")
i=1
while True:

try:
term=sh.cell_value(i,6)
handlingcost=sh.cell_value(i,7)
terminals.append(term)
h[term]=handlingcost

i=i+1
except IndexError:

print(�terminals done�)
break

if scenarioDemand == �B� and scenarioReuse == �zero�:
print(�Found data for zero reuse and base demand�)
sh = book.sheet_by_name("noReuseDemandBase")

row=1
col=1
while True:

try:
yr=str(sh.cell_value(0,col))
zone=sh.cell_value(row,0)
dem=sh.cell_value(row,col)
d[zone,yr]=dem
col+=1

if yr not in years:
years.append(yr)

if col==22:
row+=1
col=1

except IndexError:
break

with open(�CollectionCostnoReuseBase.csv�, encoding=�utf-8�) as distCost:
readCSV = csv.reader(distCost, delimiter=�,�)
for row in readCSV:

ins=row[0]
DZ=row[1]
trans=row[2]
år=row[3]
cost=row[4]
c1[ins,DZ,trans,år]=float(cost)

if scenarioDemand == �B� and scenarioReuse ==�30�:
print(�Found data for 30%reuse and base demand�)
sh = book.sheet_by_name("30ReuseDemandBase")

row=1
col=1
while True:

try:
yr=sh.cell_value(0,col)
zone=sh.cell_value(row,0)
dem=sh.cell_value(row,col)
d[zone,yr]=dem
col+=1
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if yr not in years:
years.append(yr)

if col==22:
row+=1
col=1

except IndexError:
break

with open(�CollectionCost30ReuseBase.csv�, encoding=�utf-8�) as distCost:
readCSV = csv.reader(distCost, delimiter=�,�)
for row in readCSV:

ins=row[0]
DZ=row[1]
trans=row[2]
år=row[3]
cost=row[4]
c1[ins,DZ,trans,år]=float(cost)

if scenarioDemand == �B� and scenarioReuse== �60�:
print(�Found data for 60% reuse and base demand�)
sh = book.sheet_by_name("60ReuseDemandBase")

row=1
col=1
while True:

try:
yr=sh.cell_value(0,col)
zone=sh.cell_value(row,0)
dem=sh.cell_value(row,col)
d[zone,yr]=dem
col+=1

if yr not in years:
years.append(yr)

if col==22:
row+=1
col=1

except IndexError:
break

with open(�CollectionCost60ReuseBase.csv�, encoding=�utf-8�) as distCost:
readCSV = csv.reader(distCost, delimiter=�,�)
for row in readCSV:

ins=row[0]
DZ=row[1]
trans=row[2]
år=row[3]
cost=row[4]
c1[ins,DZ,trans,år]=float(cost)

# print(�Can�t find matching indata to Base demand scenario. Terminating�)

if scenarioDemand == �O� and scenarioReuse == �zero�:

print(�Found data for zero reuse and opt demand�)
sh = book.sheet_by_name("noReuseDemandOpt")

row=1
col=1
while True:

try:
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yr=sh.cell_value(0,col)
zone=sh.cell_value(row,0)
dem=sh.cell_value(row,col)
d[zone,yr]=dem
col+=1

if yr not in years:
years.append(yr)

if col==22:
row+=1
col=1

except IndexError:
break

with open(�CollectionCostnoReuseOpt.csv�, encoding=�utf-8�) as distCost:
readCSV = csv.reader(distCost, delimiter=�,�)
for row in readCSV:

ins=row[0]
DZ=row[1]
trans=row[2]
år=row[3]
cost=row[4]
c1[ins,DZ,trans,år]=float(cost)

if scenarioDemand == �O� and scenarioReuse ==�30�:
print(�found data for 30 percent reuse and opt demand�)
sh = book.sheet_by_name("30ReuseDemandOpt")

row=1
col=1
while True:

try:
yr=sh.cell_value(0,col)
zone=sh.cell_value(row,0)
dem=sh.cell_value(row,col)
d[zone,yr]=dem
col+=1

if yr not in years:
years.append(yr)

if col==22:
row+=1
col=1

except IndexError:
break

with open(�CollectionCost30ReuseOpt.csv�, encoding=�utf-8�) as distCost:
readCSV = csv.reader(distCost, delimiter=�,�)
for row in readCSV:

ins=row[0]
DZ=row[1]
trans=row[2]
år=row[3]
cost=row[4]
c1[ins,DZ,trans,år]=float(cost)

if scenarioDemand == �O� and scenarioReuse== �60�:
print(�Found data for 60% reuse and opt demand�)
sh = book.sheet_by_name("60ReuseDemandOpt")

row=1
col=1
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while True:
try:

yr=sh.cell_value(0,col)
zone=sh.cell_value(row,0)
dem=sh.cell_value(row,col)
d[zone,yr]=dem
col+=1

if yr not in years:
years.append(yr)

if col==22:
row+=1
col=1

except IndexError:
break

with open(�CollectionCost60ReuseOpt.csv�, encoding=�utf-8�) as distCost:
readCSV = csv.reader(distCost, delimiter=�,�)
for row in readCSV:

ins=row[0]
DZ=row[1]
trans=row[2]
år=row[3]
cost=row[4]
c1[ins,DZ,trans,år]=float(cost)

if scenarioDemand == �P� and scenarioReuse == �zero�:

print (�found data for zero reuse, and pes sales�)
sh = book.sheet_by_name("noReuseDemandPes")

row=1
col=1
while True:

try:
yr=sh.cell_value(0,col)
zone=sh.cell_value(row,0)
dem=sh.cell_value(row,col)
d[zone,yr]=dem
col+=1

if yr not in years:
years.append(yr)

if col==22:
row+=1
col=1

except IndexError:
break

with open(�CollectionCostnoReusePes.csv�, encoding=�utf-8�) as distCost:
readCSV = csv.reader(distCost, delimiter=�,�)
for row in readCSV:

ins=row[0]
DZ=row[1]
trans=row[2]
år=row[3]
cost=row[4]
c1[ins,DZ,trans,år]=float(cost)
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if scenarioDemand == �P� and scenarioReuse ==�30�:
print(�Found data for 30% reuse and pes demand�)
sh = book.sheet_by_name("30ReuseDemandPes")

row=1
col=1
while True:

try:
yr=sh.cell_value(0,col)
zone=sh.cell_value(row,0)
dem=sh.cell_value(row,col)
d[zone,yr]=dem
col+=1

if yr not in years:
years.append(yr)

if col==22:
row+=1
col=1

except IndexError:
break

with open(�CollectionCost30ReusePes.csv�, encoding=�utf-8�) as distCost:
readCSV = csv.reader(distCost, delimiter=�,�)
for row in readCSV:

ins=row[0]
DZ=row[1]
trans=row[2]
år=row[3]
cost=row[4]
c1[ins,DZ,trans,år]=float(cost)

if scenarioDemand == �P� and scenarioReuse== �60�:
print(�Found data for 60% reuse and pes demand�)
sh = book.sheet_by_name("60ReuseDemandPes")

row=1
col=1
while True:

try:
yr=sh.cell_value(0,col)
zone=sh.cell_value(row,0)
dem=sh.cell_value(row,col)
d[zone,yr]=dem
col+=1

if yr not in years:
years.append(yr)

if col==22:
row+=1
col=1

except IndexError:
break

with open(�CollectionCost60ReusePes.csv�, encoding=�utf-8�) as distCost:
readCSV = csv.reader(distCost, delimiter=�,�)
for row in readCSV:

ins=row[0]
DZ=row[1]
trans=row[2]
år=row[3]
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cost=row[4]
c1[ins,DZ,trans,år]=float(cost)

import openpyxl

book = openpyxl.load_workbook(�masterData.xlsx�)

sheet = book[�dist A2�]

rad=2
col=2
while True:

j=sheet.cell(row=rad, column=1).value
r = sheet.cell(row=1, column = col).value
dis= sheet.cell(row=rad, column=col).value
A2[j,r] = dis
col+=1
if col ==23:

col=2
rad+=1

if rad ==23:
break

print(�distances j to r done done!�)

c3={}
transportmodeCollection=[�Big Truck�, �Small truck�, �Super small truck�]
for j in inspctS:

for i in demandzones:
for p in years:

c3[j,i,p]= min(c1[j,i,k,p] for k in transportmodeCollection)

���Define model���
wbk = xlwt.Workbook()

newYears=[]
for p in years:

newYears.insert(0,p)

m=Model()
m.setParam(�MipGap�,0.01)

excludedInspctS=[]
excludedRecfacility=[]
acumulatedCost=0
yearlyCosts=[]

#Define variables
for p in newYears:

for j in inspctS:
for i in demandzones:

X[j,i]=m.addVar(vtype=GRB.CONTINUOUS)

for j in inspctS:
for t in terminals:

for k in transportmode:
Y[j,t,k]= m.addVar(vtype=GRB.CONTINUOUS)

for t in terminals:
for r in recfacility:

for k in transportmode:
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Z[t,r,k] = m.addVar(vtype=GRB.CONTINUOUS)

for j in inspctS:
for r in recfacility:

for k in transportmode:
S[j,r,k]= m.addVar(vtype=GRB.CONTINUOUS)

for j in inspctS:
P[j]= m.addVar(vtype=GRB.BINARY)

for r in recfacility:
Q[r]= m.addVar(vtype=GRB.BINARY)

���Constraints���

#Ensure that all demand is satisfied
for i in demandzones:

m.addConstr(quicksum(X[j,i] for j in inspctS)==1)

#Ensure balance for inspection sites, second to ensure capacity
for j in inspctS:

m.addConstr(quicksum(X[j,i]*d[i,p]*0.5 for i in demandzones )==

(quicksum(Y[j,t,k] for t in terminals for k in transportmode))+

(quicksum(S[j,r,k] for r in recfacility for k in transportmode)))

m.addConstr((quicksum(X[j,i]*d[i,p] for i in demandzones ))<= k1[j])

#Ensure binari variable for inspection sites
for i in demandzones:

for j in inspctS:
m.addConstr(X[j,i]<=P[j])

for j in excludedInspctS:
m.addConstr(P[j]==0)

for r in excludedRecfacility:
m.addConstr(Q[r]==0)

##Ensure balance for terminals
for t in terminals:

m.addConstr(quicksum(Y[j,t,k] for j in inspctS for k in transportmode)==
quicksum(Z[t,r,k] for r in recfacility for k in transportmode))

#Ensure capacity at recycling facilities
for r in recfacility:

m.addConstr((quicksum(Z[t,r,k] for t in terminals for k in transportmode)
+quicksum(S[j,r,k] for j in inspctS for k in transportmode))<=k2[r])

m.addConstr(quicksum(S[j,r,k] for j in inspctS for k in transportmode)<=(k2[r]*Q[r]))

m.addConstr(quicksum(Z[t,r,k] for t in terminals for k in transportmode)<=(k2[r]*Q[r]))

���Objective function���

m.setObjective(quicksum(c3[j,i,p]*X[j,i] for i in demandzones for j in inspctS)
+ quicksum(Y[j,t,k]*(A1[j,t]*c2[k]+h[t])for j in inspctS for t in terminals for k in transportmode)
+ quicksum(Z[t,r,k]*A3[t,r]*c2[k] for t in terminals for r in recfacility for k in transportmode)
+ quicksum(S[j,r,k]*A2[j,r]*c2[k] for j in inspctS for r in recfacility for k in transportmode)
+ quicksum(P[j]*((F1[j]/30)+(F1[j]*0.05)) for j in inspctS)
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+ quicksum(Q[r]*((F2[r]/30)+(F2[r]*0.05)) for r in recfacility)
)

m.optimize()

a=p
p=wbk.add_sheet(p)

collectionCost= quicksum(c3[j,i,a]*X[j,i] for i in demandzones for j in inspctS)
JtoR = quicksum(S[j,r,k]*A2[j,r]*c2[k] for j in inspctS for r in recfacility for k in transportmode)
JtoT= quicksum(Y[j,t,k]*(A1[j,t]*c2[k]+h[t])for j in inspctS for t in terminals for k in transportmode)
TtoR=quicksum(Z[t,r,k]*A3[t,r]*c2[k] for t in terminals for r in recfacility for k in transportmode)

p.write(0,0, �Cost for current year� )
p.write(0,1,m.getAttr(GRB.Attr.ObjVal))
p.write(1,0,�Sum collection cost�)
p.write(1,1,collectionCost.getValue())
p.write(2,0, �Sum transport cost j to r�)
p.write(2,1,JtoR.getValue())
p.write(3,0,�Sum transport cost j to t�)
p.write(3,1, JtoT.getValue())
p.write(4,0, �Sum transport cost t ro r�)
p.write(4,1,TtoR.getValue())
p.write(5,0,�Inspection�)
p.write(5,2,�Recycling�)
rad=6
row=6

for j in inspctS:

if P[j].getAttr(GRB.attr.X)>=0.5:
p.write(rad,0,j)

p.write(rad,1,P[j].getAttr(GRB.attr.X))

rad+=1
for r in recfacility:

if Q[r].getAttr(GRB.attr.X) >=0.5:
p.write(row,2, r)
p.write(row,3, Q[r].getAttr(GRB.attr.X))
row+=1

rad1=0
for j in inspctS:

for r in recfacility:
for k in transportmode:

if S[j,r,k].getAttr(GRB.attr.X)>0:
p.write(rad1,8,j)
p.write(rad1,9,r)
p.write(rad1,10,k)
p.write(rad1,11,S[j,r,k].getAttr(GRB.attr.X))
p.write(rad1,12,S[j,r,k].getAttr(GRB.attr.X)*A2[j,r]*c2[k])
rad1+=1

rad=1
p.write(0,13,�Y[j,t,k]�)
for j in inspctS:

for t in terminals:
for k in transportmode:

if Y[j,t,k].getAttr(GRB.attr.X)>0:
p.write(rad,13,j)
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p.write(rad,14,r)
p.write(rad,15,k)
p.write(rad,16,Y[j,t,k].getAttr(GRB.attr.X))
rad+=1

rad=1
p.write(0,17,�Z[t,r,k]]�)
for t in terminals:

for r in recfacility:
for k in transportmode:

if Z[t,r,k].getAttr(GRB.attr.X)>0:
p.write(rad,17,j)
p.write(rad,18,r)
p.write(rad,19,k)
p.write(rad,20,Z[t,r,k].getAttr(GRB.attr.X))
rad+=1

excludedRecfacility=[]
excludedInspctS=[]

for j in inspctS:
if P[j].getAttr(GRB.attr.X)<=0.5:

excludedInspctS.append(j)

for r in recfacility:
if Q[r].getAttr(GRB.attr.X)<=0.5:

excludedRecfacility.append(r)

m.reset()

wbk.save(scenarioReuse+�Reuse�+� � +scenarioDemand+�Demand�+".xls")
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Python script: Collection cost
#!/usr/bin/env python3
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
"""
Created on Thu Mar 28 08:08:39 2019

@author: Marduch
"""

import xlrd, xlwt
import math
from geopy import distance
import sys

demandzones=[] #i
inspctS =[] # j
transportmode = [] # k

years =[] # k

for p in range(2025,2046,1):
years.append(p)

#Global parameters

from openpyxl import Workbook

beta=1.05

Ch={}
Ckm={}

Tl={}
Tt={}

#Parameters per demand region

vs={} ���average speeed in demandzone i using transportmode k (KM/h)���
vc={} ���average speed from inspection site j to demand zone i using transport mode k (km/h)���
N={} ���points on a route���
A={} ���area���

#Calcultated parameters per demad region
f={} ���demand in tons���
NT={} ���Total number of points visited on a year���
ds={} ���estimated distance between points in demandzoens���
dc={} ���distance between demandzones from i to j���
dT={} ���totaldistance from inspectionsite j to demandzone i and then back

to inspektionsite j, using transportmode k���
tT={} ���total time for a route from inspection site j to demandzone i and

then back to inspection site j using transport mode k���
n={} ���excpected avarage number of of stops on a route from inspection site

j to demand zone i back to j using transport mode k���
nl={}
nt={}
cT={} ���total cost for a tour from inspectionsite j to demand zone i and

returning to j using transportmode k���
d={} ���demand in demandzone i and year p���
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DC={} ���Total cost of collection to collect from i and transport to j using
transport mode k in year p���

cord={}
nmin={}
avaragePickUpVolume={}
maxNumberStops={}

ts={} # exptected stoptime in demandregion i

���
Read in values

���
with xlrd.open_workbook("kommundata.xlsx") as book:

sh = book.sheet_by_name("Blad1")
i=1
while True:

try:
t1 = sh.cell_value(i,1)
area=sh.cell_value(i,2)*100
points=sh.cell_value(i,3)
lat=sh.cell_value(i,5)
lon=sh.cell_value(i,6)
demandzones.append(t1)
inspctS.append(t1)
A[t1]=area
N[t1]=points
cord[t1]= (lat,lon)

i=i+1
except IndexError:

break

th = book.sheet_by_name(�transport�)
h=1
while True:

try:
s1=th.cell_value(h,0)
s2=th.cell_value(h,1)
s3=th.cell_value(h,2)
s4=th.cell_value(h,3)
s5=th.cell_value(h,4)
s6=th.cell_value(h,5)
s7=th.cell_value(h,6)
transportmode.append(s1)
Ch[s1]=s2
Ckm[s1]=s3
Tl[s1]=s4
for j in demandzones:

vs[j,s1]=s5
for j in inspctS:

for i in demandzones:
vc[j,i,s1]= s6
Tt[j,i,s1]=s7

h +=1
except IndexError:

break

dt = book.sheet_by_name(�60ReuseDemandPes�)
rad=1
col=1
while True:

try:
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for i in demandzones:
for p in years:

d[i,p]=dt.cell_value(rad, col)

col +=1
rad+=1
col=1

except IndexError:
break

for i in demandzones:
ts[i]=0.2

#
#
print(�All data done, calculating parameters�)

print(�reading distance from matrix�)

import openpyxl

book = openpyxl.load_workbook(�DistMatrix from openroutepy updated LatLon.xlsx�)

sheet = book[�Sheet�]

rad=2
col=2
while True:

i=sheet.cell(row=rad, column=1).value
j = sheet.cell(row=1, column = col).value
dis= sheet.cell(row=rad, column=col).value
dc[j,i] = dis
col+=1
if col ==292:

col=2
rad+=1

if rad ==292:
break

print(�calc dist cost�)

for i in demandzones:
for p in years:

for k in transportmode:
f[i,p,k]= max(4, (d[i,p]/(N[i]*1000)))

NT[i,p,k]= N[i]*f[i,p,k]

if NT[i,p,k]<1:
NT[i,p,k]=1
f[i,p,k]=1

maxNumberStops[i,p,k]= min((d[i,p]/65), NT[i,p,k])

avaragePickUpVolume[i,p,k]= max(65, (d[i,p]/NT[i,p,k]))

for i in demandzones:
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for p in years:
for k in transportmode:

ds[i,p,k] = beta*math.sqrt((A[i]*f[i,p,k])/NT[i,p,k])
#
rad=2
for j in inspctS:

for i in demandzones:
for k in transportmode:

for p in years:

if d[i,p] ==0:
DC[j,i,k,p]=0

else:

nl[j,i,k,p]= (Tl[k]/avaragePickUpVolume[i,p,k])
nt[j,i,k,p] = (Tt[j,i,k]+(ds[i,p,k]/vs[i,k])-(2*dc[j,i]/vc[j,i,k])) / (ts[i] + (ds[i,p,k]/vs[i,k]))

if nt[j,i,k,p]<=0:
DC[j,i,k,p]=1000000000

else:
n[j,i,k,p] = min(nl[j,i,k,p], nt[j,i,k,p])

linksOnRoute= max(0, n[j,i,k,p]-1)
stopsOnRoute= max(1, n[j,i,k,p])

dT[j,i,k,p] = 2*dc[j,i] + linksOnRoute*ds[i,p,k]

tT[j,i,k,p] = (2*dc[j,i]/vc[j,i,k]) + (linksOnRoute*(ds[i,p,k]/vs[i,k]))+(stopsOnRoute*ts[i])

cT[j,i,k,p] = (Ch[k]*tT[j,i,k,p]) + (Ckm[k]*dT[j,i,k,p])

DC[j,i,k,p] = (maxNumberStops[i,p,k]/n[j,i,k,p])*cT[j,i,k,p]

print(�All parameters calculated, writing to file�)

import csv
import codecs

with open(�CollectionCost60ReusePes.csv�,�w�,newline=��, encoding=�utf-8�) as file:
w = csv.writer(file)
for(j,i,k,p) in DC:

w.writerow([i,j,k,p,DC[i,j,k,p]])
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